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 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
There are currently three Weigh-In-Motion (WIM) systems installed at MnROAD. One of these WIM 
systems (including sensor and controller) is manufactured by Intercomp, a Minnesota company 
headquartered in Medina. The second WIM system has quartz piezo-electric sensors manufactured by 
Kistler and controllers manufactured by IRD. The third system has Kistler sensors and controller. The 
Kistler WIM sensors use a piezo-quartz technology to determine the weight of the vehicle as it passes 
over the sensors. The Intercomp WIM sensors use a strain-gauge-type technology for determining the 
weight of the vehicle.  The Kistler sensors cost about $28,000 per lane in materials cost. For the purpose 
of this research study, the Intercomp sensors cost $21,340 per lane in materials cost. Installation cost is 
in the range of $15,000 to $18,000 per lane for both sensors. The objective of this research project is to 
utilize statistical inference and comparison techniques to compare the performance of the Kistler and 
Intercomp WIM sensors. To this end, we perform three sets of analyses, which are described in the 
three chapters following the introduction. 
In Chapter 2, we analyzed test-vehicle data to perform a check of accuracy of results reported by the 
sensor-vendor Intercomp. We performed this analysis in two iterations – one using the actual weights 
data that Intercomp used, and the other using truck-ticket weights as actual weights. Results from our 
first analysis largely confirmed the Intercomp-report results. In particular, measurement errors were not 
associated with observation number. Our second analysis using truck-ticket weights, however, indicated 
some differences. Details are presented in Chapter 2. In both sets of analyses, we determined that the 
data were insufficient to support any conclusion regarding the accuracy of the sensor under different 
temperature and speed conditions.  Additionally, we found that axle count, vehicle class, and axle type 
were associated with measurement accuracy.  
In Chapter 3, we analyzed limited data from the two sensor systems (Intercomp and IRD) to lay the 
foundation for analysis that leads to the selection of a superior system in terms of better accuracy and 
lower life-cycle cost in the future. Our analysis included tests of self-consistency within a single system 
and comparisons of measurements provided by the two sensor systems. By examining vehicle counts, 
vehicle weights (especially Class-9 vehicles), and vehicle speeds, we concluded that Intercomp sensor 
data were not self-consistent, whereas the IRD sensor data were. We also concluded that the 
measurements provided by the two sensors were different. Without additional data, we could not 
conclude which sensor was more accurate, or which sensor provided a longer period of consistent 
observations before needing recalibration. However, initial comparisons identified a potential issue with 
the Intercomp sensor. Our analysis also provided alternate approaches that MNDOT could use to 
determine the need of recalibration.  
During the course of this project, Intercomp sensors failed in late February 2016 and we had to rely on 
alternative data from Kistler to perform the analysis reported in Chapter 4. Specifically, we analyzed ten-
month data from the IRD WIM system and four-month data from the Kistler WIM system to evaluate 
sensor accuracy. We examined the self-consistency of the two systems and compared them in terms of 
daily observations and error counts, gross vehicle weights (especially for Class-9 vehicles) and speed. 
Our analyses indicated that both systems were self-consistent within respective timeframes. However, 
the measurements provided by the two systems were different. The Kistler system generated more 
errors than the IRD system. Without additional data, we were unable to conclude which system was 
more accurate. Our analysis also identified the sorts of measurements that need to be monitored for 
recalibration and the methodology for estimating future recalibration time. 
1 
CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTION 
Intercomp, a Minnesota company headquartered in Medina, manufactures Weigh-In-Motion (WIM) 
sensors and controllers. They have installed a WIM system at MnROAD. MnDOT has also installed a WIM 
at MnROAD that has quartz piezo-electric sensors manufactured by Kistler and a controller 
manufactured by IRD. The Kistler WIM sensors use a piezo-quartz technology to determine the weight of 
the vehicle as it passes over the sensors. They cost about $28,000 per lane in materials cost. The 
Intercomp WIM sensors use a strain gauge type of technology for determining the weight of the vehicle.  
For the purpose of this research study, the Intercomp sensors cost $21,340 per lane in materials cost. 
Installation cost is in the range of $15,000 to $18,000 per lane for both sensors. 
The objective of this research project is to utilize statistical inference and comparison techniques to 
compare the performance of the Kistler and Intercomp WIM sensors. Depending on the results of the 
initial test, MnDOT would test a couple of different options, including the development of an interface 
of Intercomp sensors with the IRD controller, and an evaluation of modifications needed to make to its 
existing WIM polling software to be able to communicate and download data from the Intercomp 
system.  
This research project consists of three tasks. The analyses and findings for each of these tasks are 
documented in separate chapters. Chapter 2 evaluates the baseline performance of Intercomp’s sensors 
by utilizing the available test-vehicle data. We first verify the results documented in Intercomp’s report 
(Kroll, Young, & Kroll, 2015) by performing the same analyses and tests as described in that report, 
including regression models using error percentage as the response variable and observation number as 
the explanatory variable. The observation number, in particular, is taken as a proxy for time and 
ambient conditions (temperature, humidity, and barometric pressure). The authors of that report also 
examine the relationship between dynamic weights and static weights. Thus, we perform the analyses 
relying on two sets of weights, the actual weights as used by the Intercom’s report, and the truck-ticket 
weights (i.e., the true vehicle weights). We also discuss the appropriateness of the models documented 
in Intercomp’s report and perform additional analysis to evaluate the baseline performance using 
methods that were not considered in Intercomp’s report. In particular, we use truck-ticket weights and 
consider the effects of speed, axle count, vehicle number, temperature, and axle weights (steer, drive, 
and trailer) on error percentage.  
With the baseline performance evaluated in Chapter 2, Chapter 3 proceeds to compare and contrast the 
reported performance of the Intercomp and the IRD WIM systems. The goal is to lay the foundation for 
analysis that leads to the selection of a superior system in terms of better accuracy and lower life cycle 
cost in the future. We analyze the CSV-formatted data provided by MnDOT (OTSM), which covers the 
time period of January 22 to March 28 of 2016 for Intercomp and October 1, 2015 to March 28, 2016 for 
IRD. We then develop a methodology for comparing and contrasting the two sensor systems’ 
performances based on a variety of metrics.  
An important criterion of sensor performance is self-consistency. A sensor’s measurements may change 
gradually over time, or exhibit a sudden and sharp turning point. Whereas the former may be caused by 
a variety of reasons, it is typically the case the latter occurs when the sensor fails and requires 
recalibration. Thus, in Chapter 3, we first perform a self-consistency analysis of each system for a 
selection of performance metrics: daily observation count, gross vehicle weight, and speed.  
2 
Daily observation counts are the frequencies of the data records from each day. The counts equal to the 
volumes of daily traffic captured by the sensor. Average daily traffic counts are important for MNDOT 
because these counts are reported to the FHWA. While the daily counts may vary by the day of week, 
season, and holidays, a sudden and significant change in the pattern of average daily traffic count is a 
signal of sensor-system failure and possible need for recalibration. Thus, daily observation count is 
selected as a key performance metric. Similarly, gross vehicle weight (GVW) is also selected for use in 
our analysis. Speed is another important metric for traffic monitoring purposes, as the speed affects the 
accuracy of vehicle-class detection, axle spacing detection and error code generation. Because different 
vehicle classes have different gross vehicle weight distributions and our primary focus is on Class-9 
vehicles (which is important to MnDOT), all the analyses of gross vehicle weights and speed are carried 
out for Class-9 vehicle data only within this chapter. Analyses of other classes can be performed in a 
similar fashion. We examine time consistency for each of the metrics in various aspects, such as 
calculating and comparing statistical measures (e.g., mean, variance, and distributions) by data type 
(with vs. without error), lane (lane 1 vs. lane 2), and/or month.  
Intercomp and IRD sensors are installed near each other and there is no entry to or exit from the 
highway between the locations of the two sensor systems, which means they measure the same 
vehicles during the same time interval. Therefore, we may compare their sensor observations for the 
same time interval to assess differences. The Intercomp data starts from January 22, 2016 and ends 
March 28, 2016, which is a subset of dates over which the IRD data spans. Therefore, we use only the 
January 22nd to March 28th data for both sensors in these comparisons. Our analysis does not indicate 
which sensor is more accurate, but informs whether their observations are similar or not. Accuracy 
comparisons would be possible if we had true vehicle weights.  
We then compare the two sensors for each of the three aforementioned measures by reporting and 
evaluating the time consistency of statistical mean, variance and distribution. Specifically, the two-
sample T-test is used to test the equality of the means, F-test is used to check whether the two sensors 
have same variability, and Kolmogorov–Smirnov test is used to test distributional differences. Utilizing 
statistical techniques, we are able to identify instances of self-inconsistency and further recommend 
actions that MNDOT can take both to improve performance evaluation and assess the need for 
recalibration. 
During the course of this project, Intercomp sensors failed in late February 2016. As a result, we had to 
rely on alternative data from Kistler to perform the analysis reported in Chapter 4. The goal of this 
chapter is to compare and contrast the reported performance of the Kistler and the IRD WIM systems. 
Our analysis in this chapter follows the same approach as used in Chapter 3. Ten months of the IRD-
system data (i.e., October 1, 2015 to July 28, 2016) and four months of the Kistler-system data (i.e., April 
1, 2016 to July 28, 2016) in CSV format were provided by MNDOT for the purpose of this analysis. The 
data was produced by the installed sensors and controllers. Since the data for the Kistler system only 
contains Lane-1 (driving lane) measurements, the comparison of the two systems is based on lane 1 
data only. As with Chapter 3, we examine the self-consistency for each of the two systems and then 
compare the two systems in terms of daily observations counts, gross vehicle weights (especially for 
Class-9 vehicles), and speed. Our analyses indicate that both systems were self-consistent within 
respective timeframes. However, the measurements provided by the two systems were different and 
the Kistler system generated more errors than the IRD system. Without additional data, we are unable 
to conclude which system was more accurate. Our analysis identifies the sorts of measurements that 
need to be monitored for recalibration and the methodology for estimating future recalibration time.  
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CHAPTER 2:  EVALUATION OF INTERCOMP’S TEST VEHICLE DATA 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
2.1.1 Research Goal 
The goal of this chapter is to evaluate the baseline performance of Intercomp’s sensors by utilizing the 
available test vehicle data. We perform the analysis in two parts. First, we verify the results documented 
in Intercomp’s report (Kroll, Young, & Kroll, 2015). Second, we perform additional analysis to evaluate 
the baseline performance using methods that are not used in Intercomp’s report. 
2.1.2 Data Description 
Two data sets are utilized for the analysis performed in this chapter. One is the raw data produced by 
the WIMLOGIX controller. It contains seven Excel files, with records of all vehicles passing through the 
sensor on August 8, October 1, October 2, October 18, October 22, October 23, and December 12 of 
2013. This data set is referred to as Data Set 1. The other data set is an Excel file that contains records of 
the test vehicles only (identified by OtherID=x). This data set is referred to as Data Set 2. The report that 
Intercomp published uses data that appears to match Data Set 2. Ideally, Data Set 2 should match the 
static scale weight tickets, which, however, is not the case.    
Both Data Set 1 and Data Set 2 contain individual axle left and axle right (wheel) weights that are 
produced by the sensors. For each vehicle, while the individual left and right axle weights are identical 
between the two data sets, the sum of the left and right weights matches (within 1 pound error). 
We obtained actual weights from three sources. A summary is shown in Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1 Actual Weights 
 Truck Tickets Intercomp’s Report Data Set 2 
Vehicle # Measurements Average   
1 47,600/47,400 47,500 47,500 47,500 
2 48,700/48,700 48,700 48,700 45,900 
3 73,680 73,680 73,690 73,700 
4 79,200/79,220 79,210 79,210 79,210 
5 70,920/70,900 70,910 70,910 70,910 
6 NA NA 79,800 79,900 
7 (81,540-200)/81,300 81,320 81,400 81,300 
8 47,600/47,400 47,500 47,500 47,500 
9 28,140/28,140 28,140 28,140 28,040 
Note that vehicle number 6 is a MNDOT truck and the actual weights are: 11,960 lbs for the steer axle, 
34,360 lbs for the drive tandem, and 33,580 lbs for the trailer tandem for a total gross vehicle weight 
(GVW) of 79,900 lbs. There are no truck tickets for vehicle number 6. The first ticket weight of vehicle 
number 7 is reduced by 200 lbs to account for the weight of a staff member who was standing on the 
scale at that time. 
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There are two data records in Data Set 1 and Data Set 2 that do not have matching records. One is from 
Data Set 1 at 08:26:27 on August 29, 2013, which has no matching record in Data Set 2. This vehicle is a 
5-axle vehicle traveling at a speed of 62.9 mph. The measured GVW is 79,216 lbs. Vehicle number is not 
recorded. The second data record is from Data Set 2 on December 12, 2013, which does not have a 
matching record in Data Set 1. This vehicle is vehicle number 6 (Semi Flatbed Trailer 5 Axle), with 
measured GVW of 80,811 lbs. We drop both of these observations from further analysis. This leaves us 
with 301 valid observations. 
Statistical summaries of these data are shown in Figure 2.1 and Table 2.2. 
 
Figure 2.1 Frequency (in Percentage) of GVW and Speed 
 
Table 2.2 Statistical Summary of Axle Count, GVW and Speed  
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2.1.3 Overall Approach 
Our approach to the analysis consists of three steps. First, we perform the same analyses and tests that 
are documented in Intercomp’s report (Kroll, Young, & Kroll, 2015). The analyses include regression 
models with error percentage as the response variable, and observation number as the explanatory 
variable. Note that the observation number is taken as a proxy for time and ambient conditions 
(temperature, humidity, and barometric pressure). The authors of that report also examine the 
relationship between dynamic weights and static weights. In this section, we will first use actual weights 
from Data Set 2, which are used to generate the analyses of the report. Then, we redo the analysis with 
truck-ticket weights treated as actual weights, which are the true vehicle weights. We also discuss the 
appropriateness of the models used in Intercomp’s report. 
Second, we use truck-ticket weights to perform additional analyses in which we consider the effects of 
speed, axle count, vehicle number, temperature, and axle weights (steer, drive, and trailer) on error 
percentage. This part of our analysis goes beyond what is in Intercomp’s report (Kroll, Young, & Kroll, 
2015).  
Finally, because we observed a discrepancy in the actual weights of vehicle number 2 between Data Set 
2 and the truck tickets, we repeated all of the analyses after deleting the data pertaining to vehicle 
number 2.  
Note: All the measurements of vehicle number 2 in Data Set 1 are less than the actual weights from 
truck tickets. Therefore, it is possible that there is a systematic error in the data for vehicle number 2.  
2.1.4 Summary of Results 
We performed a statistical analysis of sensor accuracy by using two different sets of actual weights. One 
set of weights came from Intercomp, and the other from truck-ticket weights. When performing the 
analysis with the first set of weights, the vast majority of our results matched those documented in 
Intercomp’s report. However, we obtained different results when using truck-ticket weights. In both 
cases, we could not verify the conclusion in Intercomp’s report regarding the effect of temperature and 
environmental factors because of limited data. Finally, we analyzed the correlation between other 
factors, such as axle count, axle type, speed, and vehicle class, and error percentage. Such analysis is not 
presented in the Intercomp report.  
The results of the additional analysis mentioned above depend on which actual weight values are used 
in the analysis. If we use truck-ticket weights, we find that observation number, axle count, and vehicle 
number positively correlate with error percentage. Similarly, the measured and actual weights are 
statistically different, with the sensor underestimating the weights for Class 6 and 7 vehicles, and 
overestimating weights for Class 10. Even though weights are statistically different except for Class 9 
and 10, they are not practically different and the differences are within tolerable bounds. 
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 2.2 we evaluate the performance of 
Intercomp’s sensor and present additional analyses considering factors that are not considered in the 
latter. In section 2.3 we summarize our findings and conclusions. 
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2.2 ANALYSIS 
2.2.1 Verification of Intercomp’s Analyses  
Intercomp uses the actual weights from Data Set 2 to generate analyses in their report (Kroll, Young, & 
Kroll, 2015). We will redo their analyses and tests to verify the accuracy of their conclusions. Because 
the actual weights in Data Set 2 are different from the truck tickets, we will also perform analyses using 
truck tickets as the actual weights. 
2.2.1.1 Part 1: Use actual weights from Data Set 2 
The error percentage was calculated as (Measured weight – Actual weight)/Actual weight, where 
measured weight is the Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW) estimated by the Intercomp sensor. Figure 2.2 
shows the scatter-plot by observation number, which are observations sorted in chronological order.  
 
Figure 2.2 Error Percentage Scatter-plot and Best-fit Line by Observation Number 
The solid line is the fitted regression line (best fit, least square). Figure 2.2 is very similar to Table 5 in 
Intercomp’s report (Kroll, Young, & Kroll, 2015), in terms of both the scatter distribution and the 
regression line. This suggests that the two analyses yield the same results. This is not surprising because 
we used the same data that was used in the Intercomp’s report. 
The regression result for Model (1.1) is shown in Table 2.3.   
 Error Percentage =  Cons + Coef.× Observation Number +  Error Term (1.1) 
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Table 2.3 Regression Analysis (Error Percentage = Cons + Coef. × Observation Number + Error Term) 
 
The regression result shows that error percentage does not exhibit a pattern with respect to observation 
number (Prob > F is greater than 0.05). This means that error percentage did not change in a statistically 
significant way with observation number. These conclusions are similar to those in the report (Kroll, 
Young, & Kroll, 2015), although the numerical values in our regression table are not exactly the same 
because the data we used are slightly different - only 301 data points are used in our analyses. 
When comparing the dynamic (measured) weights and static (actual) weights, the report (Kroll, Young, 
& Kroll, 2015) assumes a linear model with no intercept, which means Y=aX, where Y = fitted value, x = 
static weight. With this same assumption, we could get the result shown in Figure 2.3. 
 
Figure 2.3 Dynamic and Static Weights with Error Bands 
The dots are the scatter-plots of the data. The solid line is the fitted regression line. The upper and lower 
dash lines are the 10% error bands. Figure 2.3 is very similar to Table 6 in Intercomp’s report (Kroll, 
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Young, & Kroll, 2015). All the data points are within the 10% error band. The regression result for Model 
(1.2) is shown in Table 2.4. 
 Dynamic Weight =  Coef.× Static Weight +  Error Term (1.2) 
Table 2.4 Regression Analysis (Dynamic Weight = Coef. × Static Weight + Error Term) 
 
The response variable is the measured weight from the sensor, which is also called the dynamic weight. 
The explanatory variable aGVW_d2 is the actual gross vehicle weight from Data Set 2. The estimated 
coefficient is 1.002818, which means there is a slope error of 0.28%, with its 95% confidence interval 
between 0.06% and 0.49%. This result is the same in Intercomp’s report (Kroll, Young, & Kroll, 2015). 
The dynamic weights are quite close to the static weights. This result is similar to the conclusions 
reached in Intercomp’s report.  
We obtained the temperature data on the dates of the test runs from external sources (Weather 
Underground, n.d.). Table 2.5 shows a summary of these temperature values. 
Table 2.5 Temperature Summary 
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The temperature unit is Fahrenheit. Mean, minimum and maximum of the day are shown in Table 2.5, 
represented by variable names temp_~an, temp_min and temp_max, respectively. We perform our 
analyses based on the average temperature of each day, which is the second column of Table 2.5.  
The regression result for Model (1.3) is shown in Table 2.6. 
 Error Percentage = Cons + Coef.× Average Temperature +  Error Term (1.3) 
Table 2.6 Regression Analysis (Error Percentage = Cons + Coef. × Average Temperature + Error Term) 
 
 
From Table 2.6, we see that the error percentage is not correlated with temperature, which is also the 
conclusion stated in Intercomp’s report. The Intercomp’s report uses observation number as a proxy for 
environmental factors and concludes that there is negligible impact due to weather or environmental 
conditions. The dates in the data set range from August to December, and the temperature ranges from 
95 F to 1 F. That being said, the dates are not evenly spread out, and there are very few observations. 
Specifically, there is only one day in the data with average temperature below freezing, and only one 
day with average temperature above 80 F. Therefore, the data is insufficient to support any conclusions 
regarding environmental factors.  
In summary, we find that when using the actual weights from Data Set 2, which are also used by 
Intercomp to generate their report (Kroll, Young, & Kroll, 2015), all of the conclusions could be verified 
by performing the same statistical analyses and tests, except for the conclusion regarding the effect of 
environmental conditions. 
2.2.1.2 Part 2: Use actual weights from truck tickets  
In this section, the actual weights are the truck-ticket weights. The same analyses are performed. First, 
Figure 2.4 shows the scatter-plot of the error percentage with respect to the observation number.  The 
fitted line shows an overweighting trend over time. 
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Figure 2.4 Error Percentage by Observation Number 
The regression result for Model (1.4) is shown in Table 2.7. 
 Error Percentage = Cons + Coef.× Observation Number +  Error Term  (1.4) 
Table 2.7 Regression Analysis (Error Percentage = Cons + Coef. × Observation Number + Error Term) 
 
 
We see that the error percentage is correlated with the observation number, and this effect is 
significant.  The coefficient is positive, which means there is significant evidence that the sensor 
overestimates weights over time (p-value is zero).  
We assume the same linear model:  
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 Dynamic Weight =  Coef.× Static Weight +  Error Term (1.5) 
when comparing the dynamic (measured) weights and static (actual) weights. A summary plot is shown 
in Figure 2.5. 
 
Figure 2.5 Dynamic and Static Weights with Error Bands 
As we can see from Figure 2.5, some data points fall out of the 10% error band. This is because the slope 
estimate is smaller than what we observed in the previous section. The reason is that the sensor 
sometimes underestimates the weights, especially for vehicle number 2, so that the coefficient is less 
than 1. The regression result for Model (1.5) is in Table 2.8. 
Table 2.8 Regression Analysis (Dynamic weight = Coef. × Static Weight + Error Term) 
 
 
The variable aGVW_t is the actual gross vehicle weight from truck tickets. We can see that when using 
the truck-ticket weights as the actual weights, the result is not as good as in Intercomp’s report. Overall, 
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the sensor underestimates the weights, although it has a tendency to overestimate across time.  
Furthermore, the time effect is statistically significant.  
We use the same temperature data for the analysis of the error percentage versus temperature.  
The regression result for Model (1.6) is shown in Table 2.9. 
 Error Percentage =  Cons + Coef.× Average Temperature +  Error Term (1.6) 
Table 2.9 Regression Analysis (Error percentage = Cons + Coef. × Average Temperature + Error Term) 
 
As shown in Table 2.9, the average daily temperature significantly affects the error percentage even 
though we only use limited data, which is different from Part 1 and Intercomp’s report. One possible 
explanation for this observation is that daily mean temperature serves as a proxy for the observation 
number, giving rise to the same overall trend as we observed with the observation number. The sign of 
the coefficient is negative because temperature drops over time. 
The analysis is different from that in Part 1 because of the large discrepancy in the truck-ticket weights 
of vehicle number 2 (Data Set 2 assumes 45,900, whereas truck tickets amount to 48,700). 
2.2.2 Additional Performance Analyses 
The most relevant criterion for assessing accuracy is the difference between the actual and the dynamic 
weights over time. As we have already analyzed in Part 1, when using the actual weights from truck 
tickets, the error is not independent of time. In particular, it shows that sensors overestimate over time. 
In this section, we will analyze other factors that may affect the error in addition to observation number 
(or time).  
As shown in Table 2.10 and Table 2.5, the test run data are from 7 different days with the following 
properties: 
 The numbers of observations are not the same across all days. 
 The intervals between dates are not uniform. 
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 The numbers of observations for an important vehicle class (#9) are not the same. 
 The average temperatures are not the same. 
For these reasons, the observation number is not a reasonable representative of either time or 
environmental factors.  
Table 2.10 Data Summary of Test Runs 
 
Next, we will look at factors such as axle count, vehicle number, speed, MN classification, and axle type. 
In this section, actual weights are the truck-ticket weights. 
2.2.2.1 Individual Factor Analyses – Axle count, Vehicle number, and Speed 
Intercomp’s report does not contain an analysis of performance by speed or axle spacing. However, it 
mentions that this performance is good [Page 20 of the Intercomp’s report (Kroll, Young, & Kroll, 2015)]. 
Our goal in this section is to verify this claim.  
First we will plot the data to observe the relationship between the error percentage and other factors.  
Figure 2.6, Figure 2.7, and Figure 2.8 contain scatter plots of error percentage versus axle count, vehicle 
number and speed. 
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Figure 2.6 Error Percentage and Axle Count 
Figure 2.6 shows that error percentages are quite different for different axle numbers, although they 
remain within the tolerable error bounds. A possible reason could be that errors add up as the number 
of axle increases. 
 
Figure 2.7 Error Percentage and Vehicle Number 
Figure 2.7 shows that Vehicle # 2’s weights are underestimated. Reasons should be investigated. The 
actual weight from truck tickets and the report is 48,700, but Intercomp used 45,900 in its data analysis.  
 
Figure 2.8 Error Percentage and Speed 
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As shown in Figure 2.8, the error percentages appear to be distributed randomly around zero. Truck 
speeds are recorded between 15 and 66 mph, but most observations are between 45 and 60 mph. 
Because of the small range of vehicle speeds, observations we make regarding the effect of speed 
cannot be extrapolated to speed values that lie outside the range in the test data. We do not have axle 
spacing data in the given data sets.  
Now we will consider Model (1.7) described below:  
Error Percentage = Cons + Coef. 1 × Observation Number + Coef. 2 × Axle Count 
                                   +Coef. 3 × Vehicle Number + Coef. 4 × Speed + Error term 
(1.7) 
The regression result is shown in Table 2.11.  
Table 2.11 Regression Analysis of Other Factors (Error Percentage = Cons + Coef.1 × Observation Number + 
Coef.2 ×  Axle Count + Coef.3 × Vehicle Number + Coef.4 × Speed + Error term) 
 
Table 2.11 indicates that observation number, axle count and vehicle number are correlated with the 
error percentage. The coefficients for all three factors are all positive, which means larger variable value 
is associated with larger error percentage. Speed is not a significant factor, with a p-value of 0.16.  
2.2.2.2 MN Classification Analysis 
Since axle count is a good representative of MNDOT classification, we do not include MNDOT 
classification into the previous model. Instead, we analyze this factor separately.  
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Figure 2.9 Error Percentage and MNDOT Classification 
Figure 2.9 indicates that the distributions of error percentage are different among different vehicle 
classes. The under weights of class 7 are due to the large discrepancy of vehicle number 2 between Data 
Set 2 and truck tickets. The error percentage of class 9 is evenly distributed around 0. Hypothesis tests 
about the mean of the error percentage for each class are given in Table 2.12, Table 2.13, Table 2.14, 
and Table 2.15. In each test, the null hypothesis is that the mean of the error percentage is zero. We use 
a critical value of 0.05 to interpret the results.   
Table 2.12 Hypothesis Test of Class 6 (Hypothesis: Mean Error Percentage in Estimating Weight of Mnclass 6 = 0) 
 
 
There is significant evidence that the error percentage is less than 0, which means the measured weights 
are smaller than the actual weights of class 6. 
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Table 2.13 Hypothesis Test of Class 7 (Hypothesis: Mean Error Percentage in Estimating Weight of Mnclass 7 = 0) 
 
 
Class 7 has the same result as class 6, as shown in Table 2.13. The measured weights are significantly 
smaller than the actual weights. 
Table 2.14 Hypothesis Test of Class 9 (Hypothesis: Mean Error Percentage in Estimating Weight of Mnclass 9 = 0) 
 
 
The null hypothesis that the error percentage of class 9 is zero is accepted. The measured weight is 
statistically the same as the actual weight (p-value = 0.08). This is important because class 9 is an 
important vehicle class for MNDOT.  
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Table 2.15 Hypothesis Test of Class 10 (Hypothesis: Mean Error Percentage in Estimating Weight of Mnclass 10 = 
0) 
 
As shown in Table 2.15, the error percentage of Class 10 is significantly greater than 0, which means the 
measured weights are statistically greater than the actual weights. This result is opposite of what we 
observe for Classes 6 and 7. 
To compare the mean of each MN class, we use Tukey pairwise comparison tests, which are shown in 
Table 2.16. 
Table 2.16 Pairwise Comparison between MN Classes 
 
 
From the pairwise comparison results we could see that only the mean error percentages of Class 9 and 
10 are statistically the same.  
To summarize, the measurement errors are practically small for vehicle classes other than 6 and 7, 
although statistically different for all vehicle classes except Class 9 and 10. For Class 6 and 7 vehicles, the 
sensor underestimates weight. 
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2.2.2.3 Axle Type Analysis 
Because we are interested in the performance of axles, we will do additional analyses based on different 
axle types, which are steer, drive and trailer. Note that vehicle number 1, 2 and 8 do not have trailer 
axles.  
First, we will look at three types of axles separately to see whether there is any difference between axle 
types. Again, the error percentage is calculated as (measured weight – actual weight)/actual weight. 
Scatter-plots of three axle types are shown in Figure 2.10, and Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.12. 
 
Figure 2.10 Steer Axle Error Percentage and Observation Number 
As we can see from Figure 2.10, the steer error percentage has a decreasing trend over time. The slope 
of the fitted line is negative.  The regression result for Model (1.8) is shown in Table 2.17.  
Steer Error Percentage = Cons + Coef. 1 × Observation Number 
                                     + Coef. 2 × Axle Count + Coef. 3 × Vehicle Number 
+ Coef. 4 × Speed + Error term 
(1.8) 
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Table 2.17 Steer Axle Regression Analysis (Error Percentage = Cons + Coef.1 × Observation Number + Coef.2 ×  
Axle Count + Coef.3 × Vehicle Number + Coef.4 × Speed + Error term) 
 
 
Observation number, axle count and vehicle number are all statistically significant in this model. Speed 
is not significant. The differences are that the coefficients of Observation number and axle count were 
positive in the previous model, but negative in this model. That is to say, the steer error percentage has 
opposite trend compared with overall measured weight error percentage. 
 
Figure 2.11 Drive Axle Error Percentage and Observation Number 
Figure 2.11 also shows the fitted line for the drive error percentage, which is almost horizontal across 
time. The data points are randomly distributed over the plot. The regression result for Model (1.9) is 
shown in Table 2.18.  
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Drive Error Percentage = Cons + Coef. 1 × Observation Number 
                                     + Coef. 2 × Axle Count + Coef. 3 × Vehicle Number 
 + Coef. 4 × Speed + Error term 
(1.9) 
Table 2.18 Drive Axle Regression Analysis (Error Percentage = Cons + Coef.1 × Observation Number + Coef.2 ×  
Axle Count + Coef.3 × Vehicle Number + Coef.4 × Speed + Error term) 
 
As we can see in Table 2.18, axle count, vehicle number and speed are significant in this model (p-value 
< 0.05). But observation number is not significantly important (p-value = 0.55).  
 
Figure 2.12 Trailer Axle Error Percentage and Observation Number 
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Figure 2.12 shows the scatter-plot of trailer error percentage and observation number. The fitted line is 
above zero in this model, which indicates that the sensor seems to overweight trailer weights. The 
regression result for Model (1.10) is shown in Table 2.19.  
Trailer Error Percentage = Cons + Coef. 1 × Observation Number 
                                          + Coef. 2 × Axle Count + Coef. 3 × Vehicle Number 
    + Coef. 4 × Speed + Error term 
(1.10) 
 
Table 2.19 Trailer Axle Regression Analysis (Error Percentage = Cons + Coef.1 × Observation Number + Coef.2 ×  
Axle Count + Coef.3 × Vehicle Number + Coef.4 × Speed + Error term) 
 
 
Table 2.19 shows that the trailer error percentage becomes statistically larger over time. All other 
factors are not significant in this model. However, because only 5 and 7 axle vehicles have trailer 
weights and the axle count discrepancy comes from vehicle number 2, the axle count factor is not 
significant in this analysis.  
2.2.3 Repeated Analyses without Vehicle Number 2  
In this section, the analyses are based on the test vehicle data without vehicle number 2, due to the 
large discrepancy of the actual weights from Data Set 2 and truck tickets. In the interest of brevity, we 
present only those analyses that are significantly different from our previous results. That is, for the 
most part, we summarize our results, and present complete details of the analysis in Appendix A. 
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2.2.3.1  Verification of Intercomp’s Analyses  
Without the data of vehicle number 2, the results we obtain in this section match those reported in the 
Intercomp’s report. This is also true when we use actual weights from Data Set 2. The observation 
number is not correlated with the error percentage. The dynamic weights and static weights are very 
close to each other and all the data points are within the 10% error bands. However, because of the 
incompleteness of the data, conclusions about environmental conditions are not reliable. 
2.2.3.2 Additional Performance Analyses 
The distribution of error percentage is shown in Figure 2.13. The solid line is the best-fit line. Without 
the data of vehicle number 2, the mean of the error percentage for each vehicle is very close to zero, 
which is different as compared to Figure 2.7.  
 
Figure 2.13 Error Percentage by Vehicle Number 
Next, observation number, axle count, vehicle number and speed are considered for further analysis. 
We used the same model:  
Error Percentage = Cons + Coef. 1 × Observation Number + Coef. 2 × Axle Count 
                                  +Coef. 3 × Vehicle Number + Coef. 4 × Speed + Error term 
(1.11) 
The regression analysis result is shown in Table 2.20. 
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Table 2.20 Other Factor Regression Analysis (Error Percentage =Cons + Coef.1 × Observation Number + Coef.2 ×  
Axle Count + Coef.3 × Vehicle Number + Coef.4 × Speed + Error term) 
 
Compared with Table 2.11, we see that the only factor that affects error percentage is axle count, while 
in the analysis containing vehicle number 2, observation number, axle count and vehicle number all 
significantly affect error percentage. That is, the inclusion or exclusion of vehicle number 2 affects 
accuracy estimates. 
For MN classification, the results are the same as previous analysis. The mean of the error percentage is 
zero for class 9, but not for other classes. Steer, drive and trailer axle have the same trend and statistical 
significance as in previous analysis.  
2.3 CONCLUSIONS 
With the limited test data available to perform the analysis, the performance of Intercomp sensor 
appears to be similar to what is documented by Intercomp in its report. Our findings are somewhat 
different when we use truck-ticket weights rather than the weights used in the Intercomp report. The 
number of observations with different average daily temperatures and vehicle speeds are very small. 
Therefore, any conclusions about the association between these factors and sensor accuracy are not 
reliable. Measurement errors depend on axle type. For some axles, the sensor overestimates weights, 
and for some others it underestimates.  However, the total estimated weights appear to be within 
tolerable bounds.   
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CHAPTER 3:  COMPARISON OF THE INTERCOMP AND THE IRD 
WIM SYSTEMS’ PERFORMANCE 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
3.1.1 Research Goal 
Our research goal in this chapter is to compare and contrast reported performance of the two systems, 
and lay the foundation for analysis that leads to the selection of a superior system in terms of better 
accuracy and lower life cycle cost in the future. We analyzed three months of CSV-formatted data 
provided by OTSM, which was produced by the installed sensors and controllers. We also developed a 
methodology for comparing and contrasting the two sensor systems’ performances, which was then 
used to compare their performances with limited data. 
3.1.2 Data Description 
The data used in this chapter are from January 22nd, 2016 to March 28st, 2016 for Intercomp sensor and 
from October 1st, 2015 to March 28st, 2016 for IRD sensor. All data provided by OTSM were in CSV-
format. A summary of the variables in these files is shown in Table 3.1. 
Table 3.1 Variable Summary of Original CSV-format Files 
Variable Name Explanation Variable Name Explanation 
veh Unique Vehicle Number aw3 Axle Weight 
lane Lane Number aw4 Axle Weight 
time Time that passing the sensor aw5 Axle Weight 
axlec Axle Count aw6 Axle Weight 
speed 
Speed that passing the 
sensor 
aw7 Axle Weight 
as1feet Axle Space aw8 Axle Weight 
as2 Axle Space aw9 Axle Weight 
as3 Axle Space aw10 Axle Weight 
as4 Axle Space aw11 Axle Weight 
as5 Axle Space aw12 Axle Weight 
as6 Axle Space gvw Gross Vehicle Weight 
as7 Axle Space class MN Classification 
as8 Axle Space err Error Code 
as9 Axle Space imagef Indicator of Image Capture 
as10 Axle Space license License Number 
as11 Axle Space temp Temperature 
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Variable Name Explanation Variable Name Explanation 
aw1kips Axle Weight calfac Calibration Indicator 
aw2 Axle Weight   
To produce statistical analyses, summary tables, and figures, we combined all data files and analyzed the 
entire dataset using STATA (version 14.1). A summary of the variables that we created is shown in Table 
3.2. 
Table 3.2 Summary of Created Variables 
Variable Name Explanation Variable Name Explanation 
date Date IRD_err_20 IRD Error Indicator 
month Month IRD_err_21 IRD Error Indicator 
month_numeric Numeric Representation of Month IRD_err_22 IRD Error Indicator 
sensor Numeric Representation of Sensor IRD_err_23 IRD Error Indicator 
sensorName Name of Sensor IRD_err_24 IRD Error Indicator 
indv1 Individual Error Code IRD_err_25 IRD Error Indicator 
indv2 Individual Error Code IRD_err_26 IRD Error Indicator 
indv3 Individual Error Code IRD_err_27 IRD Error Indicator 
indv4 Individual Error Code IRD_err_28 IRD Error Indicator 
indv5 Individual Error Code IRD_err_29 IRD Error Indicator 
indv6 Individual Error Code IRD_err_30 IRD Error Indicator 
good Indicator of Error-free Data IRD_err_31 IRD Error Indicator 
intercomp_err_3 Intercomp Error Indicator IRD_err_32 IRD Error Indicator 
intercomp_err_8 Intercomp Error Indicator IRD_err_33 IRD Error Indicator 
intercomp_err_13 Intercomp Error Indicator IRD_err_34 IRD Error Indicator 
intercomp_err_17 Intercomp Error Indicator IRD_err_35 IRD Error Indicator 
intercomp_err_31 Intercomp Error Indicator IRD_err_36 IRD Error Indicator 
intercomp_err_33 Intercomp Error Indicator IRD_err_37 IRD Error Indicator 
IRD_err_1 IRD Error Indicator IRD_err_38 IRD Error Indicator 
IRD_err_2 IRD Error Indicator IRD_err_39 IRD Error Indicator 
IRD_err_3 IRD Error Indicator IRD_err_40 IRD Error Indicator 
IRD_err_4 IRD Error Indicator IRD_err_41 IRD Error Indicator 
IRD_err_5 IRD Error Indicator IRD_err_42 IRD Error Indicator 
IRD_err_6 IRD Error Indicator IRD_err_43 IRD Error Indicator 
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Variable Name Explanation Variable Name Explanation 
IRD_err_7 IRD Error Indicator IRD_err_44 IRD Error Indicator 
IRD_err_8 IRD Error Indicator IRD_err_45 IRD Error Indicator 
IRD_err_9 IRD Error Indicator IRD_err_46 IRD Error Indicator 
IRD_err_10 IRD Error Indicator IRD_err_47 IRD Error Indicator 
IRD_err_11 IRD Error Indicator IRD_err_48 IRD Error Indicator 
IRD_err_12 IRD Error Indicator IRD_err_49 IRD Error Indicator 
IRD_err_13 IRD Error Indicator IRD_err_50 IRD Error Indicator 
IRD_err_14 IRD Error Indicator IRD_err_51 IRD Error Indicator 
IRD_err_15 IRD Error Indicator IRD_err_52 IRD Error Indicator 
IRD_err_16 IRD Error Indicator IRD_err_53 IRD Error Indicator 
IRD_err_17 IRD Error Indicator IRD_err_54 IRD Error Indicator 
IRD_err_18 IRD Error Indicator IRD_err_57 IRD Error Indicator 
IRD_err_19 IRD Error Indicator IRD_err_65 IRD Error Indicator 
Statistical summaries of the gross vehicle weight and speed are shown in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4, 
respectively. 
Table 3.3 GVW Statistical Summary from All Data 
 
The summaries are for all recorded observations including all classes and errors. Note that Intercomp 
does not have any negative gross vehicle weight but has extremely large maximum weight. The variance 
of gross vehicle weight for Intercomp is also much larger than that of IRD. We conjecture that these 
differences might have been caused by the differences in the algorithms they used to convert the raw 
sensor data into weights. 
Table 3.4 Speed Statistical Summary from All Data 
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For speed as well, Intercomp has a very large maximum value, which does not appear to be practically 
possible. The variance of speed for Intercomp is also much larger than that for IRD. 
Because Class 9 is the most important class for MNDOT, we separately calculated statistical summaries 
of vehicle weight and speed for Class 9 only, which are shown in Table 3.5 and Table 3.6, respectively.  
Table 3.5 GVW Statistical Summary for Class 9 
 
In general, the Class-9 weight measurements from Intercomp and IRD sensors are more similar as 
compared to weight measurements for all classes. Intercomp has fewer observations and larger mean 
and variance compared to IRD. The differences in frequency of observations are explained to a certain 
extent by the fact that Intercomp data pertains to a 3-month period, as opposed to a 6-month period for 
IRD data. 
Table 3.6 Speed Statistical Summary for Class 9 
 
In terms of speed, Intercomp has a slightly larger mean and a much larger standard deviation.  
The two systems have different (and individual) error reporting systems, which indicate either no error, 
or error (not valid), or warning (valid but falls out of manually specified range). Data with warnings are 
generally treated as “good data”. As of the completion of this analysis, the Intercomp team did not 
provide a detailed explanation of their error codes. Therefore, all error-coded data are treated as not 
valid in this chapter for Intercomp. Summaries of the errors generated by the two systems are shown in  
Table 3.7 and Table 3.8. Note that because a record may contain more than one error, the sum of the 
error percentages is more than 100%. 
Observe that 96.21% of the IRD-system data are error free. Among the error codes, "significant weight 
differences" is the most common error type, which accounts for 0.93% of all the records.  
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Table 3.7 Intercomp Error Code Summary 
Error Code Description Percentage 
0 No error 16.87% 
3 No loop/Loop violation 13.42% 
8 Axle count mismatch 8.75% 
13 Under speed 3.04% 
17 Over speed 76.37% 
31 Weight balance 45.21% 
33 Acceleration/Deceleration violation 0.01% 
Table 3.8 IRD Error Code Summary 
Error Code Description Percentage 
0 Normal, no error 96.21% 
1 Upstream loop failure (Downstream loop only) 0.70% 
2 Downstream loop failure (Upstream loop only) 0.13% 
7 Zero axles detected (failure of both axles) 0.01% 
8 
Unequal axle counts (difference of up and 
down-stream axle counts) 
0.01% 
13 Vehicle too slow (indicated by loop activation) 0.01% 
17 Vehicle too fast 0.02% 
19 One axle detected 0.01% 
34 Significant speed change 0.13% 
35 Significant weight differences 0.93% 
37 Unequal axle counts on sensors 0.53% 
38 Tailgating 0.29% 
43 Overweight (good data) 0.54% 
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Error Code Description Percentage 
44 Over GVW (good data) 0.41% 
46 Drastic speed change 0.86% 
All other error codes have a frequency of 0% in IRD data. A detailed error codebook can be found in the 
Bullconverter manual (Kwon, 2015) provided by Professor Taek Kwon. 
Because Intercomp only contains 16.87% of valid data, we compare the system both with and without 
the errors. Further explanation of the error codes are needed from Intercomp, otherwise the fact that 
only 16.87% of the observations are considered valid is in and of itself an indication of poor performance 
of the Intercomp sensor. In the remainder of this chapter, we refer to IRD data as valid data when it has 
no errors. However, for Intercomp, this terminology has a different meaning. When we say that 
Inercomp data is without error, we mean that the data that has “0” in the error code field. This data is 
potentially a subset of without-error data.  
Statistical summaries of gross vehicle weight and speed without errors are shown in Table 3.9 and Table 
3.10. 
Table 3.9 GVW Summary for Class 9 without Error 
 
Table 3.10 Speed Summary for Class 9 without Error 
 
The Intercomp sensor has fewer observations by a factor of approximately 8.6. The mean and standard 
deviation are close for speed, but not for the gross vehicle weights. The Intercomp sensor measures 
higher weights with greater variance. Equally importantly, the minimum and maximum of weights and 
speeds are different for the two sensors, with Intercomp sensor reporting a greater minimum and 
maximum among without-error data. 
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3.1.3 Overall Approach 
The overall approach of our analyses consists of two parts. First, self-consistency analysis of each sensor 
will be performed based on daily observation count, gross vehicle weight, and speed. Second, 
comparisons of the two sensors are given in terms of daily observation count, gross vehicle weight and 
speed. For each criterion, statistical mean, variance and distribution analysis will be analyzed. 
3.1.4 Summary 
In the self-consistency analyses we found out that Intercomp’s system performance is not consistent 
over time. There are significant differences in daily observation count, gross vehicle weight and speed 
before and after February 19th, 2016 (when the Intercomp sensors failed). IRD’s system appears self-
consistent over the data time frame. The differences in the two systems’ observations are statistically 
significant for all criteria – daily observation count, gross vehicle weight and speed. Therefore, at least 
one, or both sensors are reporting incorrect measurements. Without test vehicle data, it is not possible 
to ascertain which sensor is more accurate.  
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 gives self-consistency analysis of 
Intercomp sensor and Section 3.3 gives self-consistency analysis of IRD sensor. Section 3.4 compares and 
contrasts the two systems. In Section 3.5 we summarize our findings and recommendations.  
3.2 SELF-CONSISTENCY ANALYSIS: INTERCOMP SENSOR 
An important criterion of sensor performance is self-consistency. A sensor’s measurements may change 
gradually over time, or exhibit a sudden and sharp turning point. Whereas the former may be caused by 
a variety of reasons, it is typically the case the latter occurs when the sensor fails and requires 
recalibration. In this chapter, we consider three types of consistencies – daily observation count, gross 
vehicle weight and speed. We focus exclusively on Class-9 vehicles, which are of greatest interest to 
MNDOT. Valid data of Intercomp used in this chapter are from January 22nd to March 28th of 2016.  
All of the factors we analyzed, including daily observation count, gross vehicle weight and speed, 
indicate that Intercomp’s measurements underwent a sudden and significant change at about the 
February 19th mark.  
3.2.1 Daily Observation Count 
Daily observation counts are the frequencies of the data records from each day. The counts equal to the 
volumes of daily traffic captured by the sensor. Average daily traffic counts are important for MNDOT 
because these counts are reported to the FHWA. We do not assume the same number of vehicle counts 
for each day, because counts vary by the day of week, season and holidays. But we do believe that a 
sudden and significant change in the pattern of average daily traffic count is a signal of sensor system 
failure and possible need for recalibration. We consider the effect of errors and lanes (driving or passing) 
from which data originated and perform separate analysis for Class-9 vehicles. 
Figure 3.1 shows the scatter-plot of the daily observation count of Intercomp for all data and the data 
without errors (with an error code of “0”). The daily observation count of all data started at about 
20,000 and increased gradually over time, reached about 30,000 counts at the end of March. For error-
free data, daily counts started with an average of 6,000 counts per day, but decreased suddenly around 
mid-February to about 3,000 average daily count. This indicates that although the general traffic 
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increased, the systems generated a lot more errors from mid-February, which made the error-free data 
significantly fewer. 
 
Figure 3.1 Scatter-plot of Daily Observation Count - Intercomp 
Figure 3.2 shows scatter plots of daily observation counts for Class-9 vehicles only. The blue dots are 
Class-9 vehicles with errors; the red dots are Class-9 vehicles without errors. It is clear that there are two 
different patterns in both with and without-error data – one before and the other after February 19th. 
Before February 19th, the counts are consistently distributed with a very large range (from about 100 to 
3,000). But after February 19th, the counts for both with and without errors went down significantly 
(around 600 for data with error and 200 for data without error).  
 
Figure 3.2 Scatter-plot of Daily Observation Count - Intercomp Class 9 
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Figure 3.3 shows the daily observation counts by lane. Lane 1 is the driving lane and Lane 2 is the passing 
lane. Lane 2 has a very consistent weekly pattern over time. Lane 1 data exhibits a significant and sharp 
change after February 19th. Before that, the counts range from 500 to 2,500 with a consistent day-of-
week effect. After February 19th, except for three outliers, all the observation counts are below 500, 
which is very different compared to the counts before February 19th. This means that the changes in 
daily observation count are primarily from Lane 1. 
 
Figure 3.3 Daily Observation Count by Lane - Intercomp Class 9 
The change in daily observation counts before and after Feb 19th is significant and the change is mainly 
from Lane 1. Further investigation is needed to identify the reason for the significant count change. This 
significant count drop might be an indicator that recalibration is required. 
3.2.2 Gross Vehicle Weight 
Because different vehicle classes have different gross vehicle weight distributions and our primary focus 
is on Class-9 vehicles, all the analyses of gross vehicle weights and speed are for Class-9 vehicle data 
only. Analyses of other class can be performed in a similar fashion. 
We evaluate gross vehicle weight consistency in three aspects – daily mean of GVW, daily standard 
deviation of GVW and distributions of GVW. After accounting for day-of-week and seasonal variations, 
and average traffic counts, consistency of these three measurements should indicate good performance. 
3.2.2.1 Mean of Gross Vehicle Weight 
Figure 3.4 shows daily average gross vehicle weight for Class 9 from January 22nd to March 28th. A clear 
weekly pattern is observed for both with- and without-error data. However, there is significant jump in 
the mean of gross vehicle weights in early March for Class-9 data with errors. The mean of GVW of Class 
9 without errors is consistent over time. This indicates that Intercomp sensor generated significantly 
larger gross-vehicle-weight observations, but those data are labeled as errors in their system, leaving 
the remaining data reasonably consistent over time. 
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Figure 3.4 Mean of GVW - Intercomp Class 9 
Figure 3.5 shows the average gross vehicle weight by separate lanes. Similar to what we observed for 
daily traffic count, the mean of GVW is quite consistent before mid February for both lanes. After 
around Feb 19th, the average GVW of Lane 1 began to fluctuate and increased significantly in early 
March, from about 60,000 lbs.to over 100,000 lbs. The jump in the value of the average GVW indicates 
that something may be wrong with the Lane-1 sensor of Intercomp. However, we are not able to offer 
the reason behind this suddenly increase. 
 
Figure 3.5 Mean of GVW - Intercomp Class 9 by Lane 
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In conclusion, there is significant change in the Class-9 mean GVW from Intercomp sensor beginning 
around Feb 19th. The change comes primarily from Lane 1. Interestingly, The Intercomp controller 
identifies these large gross-vehicle-weight observations as errors.  
3.2.2.2 Variance of Gross Vehicle Weight 
In addition to the average gross vehicle weight, variance of GVW is another important determinant of 
consistency. Figure 3.6 shows the daily standard deviation of GVW of Class-9 vehicles. Similar to mean of 
GVW, there is a weekly pattern for both with and without error data. There is a significant jump from 18 
to over 30 of the standard deviation of GVW for Class-9 data (including errors) in early March. The 
standard deviation for error free Class-9 data remains reasonably consistent.  
 
Figure 3.6 Standard Deviation of GVW - Intercomp Class 9 
Figure 3.7 gives us the standard deviation of GVW for Intercomp of Class-9 vehicles by lane. Lane 2 has a 
consistent weekly pattern over time. Lane 1 has a slightly higher standard deviation after mid March and 
the fluctuation is large compared with the data before. This is another indication that the significant 
change in the GVW data of Imtercomp is mainly from Lane 1. 
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Figure 3.7 Standard Deviation of GVW by Lane - Intercomp Class 9 
3.2.2.3 Distribution of Gross Vehicle Weight 
Distribution of GVW is another important criterion we consider for consistency. Daily or monthly 
consistent distributions are indicators of sensor calibration remaining intact because we do not expect 
the distributions of gross vehicle weight to change significantly across consecutive days or months. 
Figure 3.8 shows the box-plot of GVW of Class 9 vehicles of Intercomp. Middle lines in the boxes are 
medians of GVW for each day. Bottom and top of the boxes represent the first and third quartiles of 
GVW for each day. The extended solid lines are within 1.5 IQR (third quartile – first quartile). Individual 
dots beyond the solid lines are considered outliers in the data. Daily box plots are consistent before 
early March, which includes similar median and the range of the box-plot. There are no outliers before 
March. However, the system generated larger GVW data in March. Box-plots have larger ranges and 
larger medians. Many data points are identified as outliers. The distribution of GVW of Class 9 has 
changed in March, with larger values and more outliers among observations. 
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Figure 3.8 Daily Box-plot of GVW - Intercomp Class 9 With Error 
Similarly, Figure 3.9 shows the box-plot of GVW for Class 9 without errors. Similar to the mean and 
variance, the distributions without errors are consistent with time, which means that the unusual GVW 
data was labeled as with-error data by the system. 
 
Figure 3.9 Daily Box-plot of GVW - Intercomp Class 9 without Error 
In addition to daily distributions, we also considered monthly distributions. Figure 3.10 shows the 
monthly comparison of GVW distributions for Class 9. Distributions of January and February are quite 
consistent, with two peaks around 30,000 lbs. and 75,000 lbs. But the distribution of March is different 
from the other two. It has more vehicles with GVW in excess of 80,000 lbs. 
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Figure 3.10 Month-to-month Comparison of Class 9 GVW - Intercomp 
To test the distributional differences statistically, we use Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests for monthly data. 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is a nonparametric test of the equality of continuous distributions. It 
quantifies a distance between the empirical distribution functions of two data samples. The null 
distribution of the statistic is calculated under the null hypothesis that the samples are drawn from the 
same distribution. The quantified distance is called deviance. It is a numeric value that represents the 
difference in distributions of the two samples. We also recommend that deviance be used to as an 
alternative criterion to modify sensor systems and determine recalibration time. Deviance is more 
appropriate than the mean for capturing the distributional change in GVW measurements. 
Table 3.11 shows the Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests of Intercomp Class 9 for different months. Only 
consecutive months are compared to check whether GVW distributions change significantly from one 
month to the next. The distributions of January and February are statistically the same with a p-value of 
0.39. But the distributions of February and March are significantly different with a p-value of 0. This 
indicates that Intercomp-reported GVW distribution changed significantly in March. 
Table 3.11 Monthly Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test - Intercomp 
Month Deviance p-value 
January versus February 0.0084 0.39 
February versus March 0.1224 0.00 
Similar to the mean and variance, Figure 3.11 shows the monthly distribution of GVW for separate lanes. 
It is clear that GVW distributions of Lane 2 are quite consistent for the three months. But the GVW 
distribution of March is significantly different from the other two months for Lane 1. This again indicates 
that the significant difference of GVW in March is mainly from Lane 1. 
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Figure 3.11 Comparison of Intercomp Monthly Distribution by Lane – Class 9 
3.2.3 Speed 
Speed is another important performance metric both for traffic monitoring purposes and because the 
speed affects the accuracy of vehicle-class detection, axle spacing detection and error code generation. 
Because there is no speed limit change from January to March, our null hypothesis is that Class-9 speed 
distribution remains the same during this period of time. What we mean by that statement is that 
although individual vehicle speeds vary significantly, the overall speed pattern (across all vehicles) 
remains the same over time. We also acknowledge a limitation of our analysis of speed data. Because 
we did not have data on weather events such as snowstorms, it is possible that the distribution of speed 
changes in response to weather conditions rather than as a result of measurement inconsistency.  
Similar to gross vehicle weight, time consistency of mean, variance and distribution of speed are 
considered in the sequel.  
3.2.3.1 Mean of Speed 
Figure 3.12 shows the daily average speed of Class-9 vehicles with and without errors. Average speed of 
Class-9 data with errors has two different patterns before and after early March. Before early March, 
the average speeds for most of days are around 65 mph, with some lower-speed days around 55 mph. 
Beginning in March, the average speed jumps significantly to around 70 mph. Average speeds of Class-9 
without error has a slightly increasing trend over time but the change is both small and gradual, hence it 
does not suggest consistency. One may conclude from the speed data that the Intercomp system 
changes significantly in March and that the unusual data are tagged by its controller as with-error data. 
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Figure 3.12 Mean of Speed - Intercomp Class 9 
Figure 3.13 shows the daily average speed of Class-9 vehicles by lane. There is a clear change in Lane-1 
data in March (from 65 mph to 80 mph), whereas the average speed in Lane 2 remains consistent over 
time (around 70 mph). Because in general the average speed of driving lane is lower than that of the 
passing line, it is likely that something went wrong with the sensor in Lane 1 in March.  
 
Figure 3.13 Mean of Speed by Lane - Intercomp Class 9 
3.2.3.2 Variance of Speed 
While the variance of speed is another important determinant of system consistency, it is more likely to 
be impacted by the traffic itself rather than the accuracy of the sensor. For example, weekdays may 
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have higher speed variance than weekends because weekdays are likely to have traffic jams during peak 
hours.  Therefore, the interpretation of the comparison of variances must be done more carefully.  
Figure 3.14 shows daily standard deviations of speed for Class-9 vehicles with or without errors. Speed 
standard deviation has a large range for Class-9-with-error data from 5 mph to 15 mph, but becomes 
more consistent in March. Recall that speeds are on average recorded as being higher in March. The 
standard deviation of speed of Class-9-without-error data is considered consistent over time with a 
slightly decreasing trend. But this may be because the amount of valid data becomes smaller over time. 
It is possible that Intercomp sensor fails to capture the variability of the speed in March because the 
system incorrectly generates much larger but less variable speed data. 
 
Figure 3.14 Standard Deviation of Speed - Intercomp Class 9 
Figure 3.15 shows speed standard deviation of Class 9 by lane. Statistics for both lanes fluctuate over 
time but Lane 2 has a more consistent pattern than Lane 1. Overall, it is difficult to draw conclusions 
about consistency, or lack thereof, from the variance of speed data. 
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Figure 3.15 Standard Deviation of Speed by Lane - Intercomp Class 9 
3.2.3.3 Distribution of Speed 
Similar to gross vehicle weight, we compare distributions of speed for different months. Figure 3.16 
shows the monthly distributional comparison of speed. It is clear that January and February seem 
consistent. But the speed distribution of March is significantly different from January and February.  
 
Figure 3.16 Monthly Distribution of Speed – Intercomp Class 9 
To test the distribution difference statistically, we again use the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test; results are 
shown in Table 3.12. Although the p-values of both tests are 0, the deviance of the difference of January 
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and February is much smaller than the deviance of February and March (0.032 versus 0.326). Therefore, 
the distribution shift of speed from January to February is much smaller than the shift from February to 
March. 
Table 3.12 Monthly Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test - Intercomp 
Month Deviance p-value 
January versus February 0.0320 0.00 
February versus March 0.3269 0.00 
 
Figure 3.17 shows the distribution differences of speed by lane. It is clear that the distributional 
difference of March comes mainly from Lane 1. 
 
Figure 3.17 Monthly Distribution of Speed by Lane - Intercomp Class 9 
To summarize, in section 3.2 we compared the self-consistency of Intercomp in daily observation count, 
gross vehicle weight and speed.  The analyses of all three factors give similar results – that the 
Intercomp sensor became inconsistent sometime after February 19th and much worse in March. The 
inconsistency is mainly in observations from Lane 1 (driving lane) and many such observations were 
tagged as data with error by the Intercomp controller. Overall, the Intercomp system generated too 
many observations with errors, resulting in only 17% of data as valid data. 
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3.3 SELF-CONSISTENCY ANALYSIS: IRD SENSOR 
In this section, we repeat the Section 3.2  analyses for the IRD sensor. That is, the mean, variance and 
distribution of daily observation counts, gross vehicle weights and speed are analyzed. Valid IRD data are 
from October 1st to March 28th. Note that the two sensors have different sizes of data. This is not a 
problem so long as we compare each sensor with itself, which is what we do in Section 3.2 and 3.3 . 
Our findings in terms of daily observation count, gross vehicle weight and speed indicate that the IRD-
sensor data is self-consistent over 6 months.  
3.3.1 Daily Observation Count 
We first look at the daily observation count of all classes, which is shown in Figure 3.18. Daily 
observation counts range from 15,000 to 40,000 with a slight decrease from October to the end of 
December and a slight increase from January. This appears to be a reasonable reflection of real traffic 
because of the weather condition in Minnesota. There are no sudden changes and no reason to suspect 
an inconsistency. 
The observation count without error has a pattern that is similar to that calculated from the data with 
error, which suggests that the errors as percent of total vehicle counts remain stable over the 6 months.  
 
Figure 3.18 Scatter-plot of Daily Observation Count - IRD 
Class-9 daily observation counts are shown in Figure 3.19. There is a clear pattern of daily observation 
counts with some higher counts (≈ 3,000) and some lower counts (≈ 1,000). This is due to the day-of-
week effect. Class-9 counts are lower during weekends. There is also a drop in counts surrounding the 
Christmas and the New-Year day, which also seems reasonable. Class-9 without-error counts are similar 
to the data with errors and are generally consistent over time. 
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Figure 3.19 Scatter-plot of Daily Observation Count - IRD Class 9 
Figure 3.20 shows the daily observation count of Class 9 by lane. Lane 1 has a larger range (1,000 to 
3,000) compared with Lane 2 (100 to 600). Both lanes have consistent day-of-week patterns over time. 
Counts of weekdays are much larger than those of weekends, which appear to be representative of the 
anticipated weekday versus weekend traffic pattern. 
 
Figure 3.20 Daily Observation Count by Lane - IRD Class 9 
In general, after considering the effect of system errors, lanes and the effect of day of week, daily 
observation counts of the IRD sensor are self-consistent from October to March. 
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3.3.2 Gross Vehicle Weight 
To analyze consistency of gross vehicle weight of IRD, we consider mean of GVW, standard deviation of 
GVW and distribution of GVW. Because Class 9 is the most important vehicle class for MNDOT, all the 
analyses for gross vehicle weight and speed are for Class 9 only.  
3.3.2.1 Mean of Gross Vehicle Weight 
Daily average mean of GVW of Class 9 vehicles with and without errors is shown in Figure 3.21. Means 
without errors are very close to those with errors because as we mentioned, 96% of the data are error 
free for IRD. There are some fluctuations in mean GVW observations, but there are no sudden 
significant changes or changing patterns during the observation period. 
  
 
Figure 3.21 Mean of GVW - IRD Class 9 
Figure 3.22 shows the average GVW for Class 9 vehicles by lane. Both lanes are consistent over time. The 
two lanes have clearly different average GVW, which are around 50,000 lbs. for Lane 1 and 60,000 lbs. 
for Lane 2. A priori, we find no explanation why Lane-2 vehicles are heavier than Lane-1 vehicle. We 
have two conjectures: either the differences are caused by different speeds and different sensor 
calibration at different speeds, or the algorithm that IRD uses to report weights depends on the 
observed speed. Vehicle speeds in the two lanes are indeed different because Lane 1 is the driving lane 
and Lane 2 is the passing lane. 
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Figure 3.22 Mean of GVW - Class 9 by Lane 
3.3.2.2 Variance of Gross Vehicle Weight 
Figure 3.23 shows the standard deviation of GVW for Class 9. The without-error data have lower 
standard deviation. This is not surprising because IRD controller labels many outliers as with-error data. 
That being said, the differences between with-error and without-error data are small. They both have 
the same day-of-week patterns. For this reason, we conclude that the variance of GVW for Class 9s is 
consistent over time. 
 
Figure 3.23 Standard Deviation of GVW - IRD Class 9 
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Figure 3.24 are the standard deviations of Class 9 by lane. Similar to the mean of GVW, two lanes have 
different levels of variability, with standard deviation hovering around 15 kips. for Lane 1 and around 20 
kips. for Lane 2. Both lanes’ day-of-week patterns are reasonably consistent over time. We do not have 
an explanation why the standard deviations of GVW are different in the two lanes. There is no obvious 
explanation as to why they should be different other than algorithm design and speed sensitivity of 
weight measurement by the sensor. 
 
Figure 3.24 Standard Deviation of GVW by Lane - IRD Class 9 
 
3.3.2.3 Distribution of Gross Vehicle Weight 
To analyze the consistency of distribution of GVW, we look at box-plot of daily Class-9 GVW as well as 
monthly distributions. Statistical tests of distribution equality are performed for monthly comparisons. 
Figure 3.25 gives daily box-plots of Class-9 GVW. The box-plots are consistent over time. There is no 
significant change in patterns. The median of GVW is around 50,000 lbs. The range of first and third 
quartiles is from 40,000 lbs. to 75,000 lbs. Different from Intercomp, IRD has a lot of outliers as defined 
in box-plots, which means the GVW data of IRD exhibits a greater range than that of Intercomp. 
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Figure 3.25 Daily Box-plot of GVW - IRD Class 9 with Error 
Figure 3.26 shows the daily box-plots of Class 9 without error. The plots are very similar to Figure 3.25 
except there are only two outliers, which means IRD’s error reporting system identified the bulk of GVW 
outliers as errors. 
 
Figure 3.26 Daily Box-plot of GVW – IRD Class 9 without Error 
Monthly distributional comparison of Class-9 GVW is given in Figure 3.27. The relative frequency 
distributions for each month are very close to each other except for the uptick that occurred around 
80,000 lbs. This is caused because we combined Lane 1 and Lane 2 data in this figure. We find that the 
uptick disappears when we plot each lane’s data separately. 
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Figure 3.27 Month-to-month Comparison of Class 9 GVW – IRD 
Table 3.13 shows the Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests of GVW measurements reported by the IRD sensor for 
Class-9 vehicles for different months. Only consecutive months are compared to see whether the 
patterns change from one month to the next. Because all p-values are less than 0.05, we conclude that 
the distributions of GVW of IRD for each month are statistically different. However, the absolute value 
of the deviance is very small (see Table 4.14), which permits us to conclude that although the 
distributions are statistically different because we have a large amount of data for each month, they are 
not practically different. We conclude therefore that IRD data are consistent across different months.  
Table 3.13 Monthly Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test - IRD 
Month Deviance p-value 
October versus November 0.0306 0.00 
November versus December 0.0390 0.00 
December versus January 0.0207 0.00 
January versus February 0.0079 0.02 
February versus March 0.0384 0.00 
 
Monthly distribution comparison of Class-9 GVW by lane is shown in Figure 3.28. Similar to Figure 3.27, 
distributions are consistent from month over month, and there is no uptick around 80,000 lbs. The 
reason for the uptick around 80,000 lbs. in the combined data is because the uptick is the second peak 
of GVW distribution of Lane 2. The first peak of GVW distributions for Lane 1 and Lane 2 are both around 
35,000 lbs. But for the second peak, Lane 1 appears around 70,000, which is the second peak in the 
distribution of combined data. Because the data frequency of Lane 2 (100 to 600) is much smaller than 
Lane 1 (1,000 to 3,000), the second peak of Lane 2 becomes a small peak in the distributions of 
combined data. 
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Figure 3.28 Comparison of IRD Monthly Distribution by Lane - Class 9 
3.3.3 Speed 
In this section, the mean, standard deviation and distribution of speed are analyzed for Class-9 vehicles. 
3.3.3.1 Mean of Speed 
Figure 3.29 shows the daily average speed for Class-9 vehicles. The difference between data with error 
and data without error is small. They both have consistent average speeds except for some low 
observations, which may be attributed to traffic and/or weather. 
 
Figure 3.29 Mean of Speed - IRD Class 9 
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Figure 3.30 shows the daily average speed of Class-9 vehicles by lane. There is a clear difference 
between the two lanes’ data. The mean of Lane 1 around 65 mph and Lane 2 around 70 mph. The fact 
that passing lane’s mean speed is higher than that of the driving lane appears reasonable on an intuitive 
level. Speed patterns of both lanes are consistent over time. 
 
Figure 3.30 Mean of Speed by Lane - IRD Class 9 
3.3.3.2 Variance of Speed 
Standard deviation is used to measure the variability of speed for Class 9 vehicle. Speed data without 
error has a much smaller standard deviation than data with error. Some individual days have very large 
standard deviations, but those days are evenly spread out across time. Therefore, we may conclude that 
both with and without error data have consistent speed variability patterns over time. 
 
Figure 3.31 Standard Deviation of Speed - IRD Class 9 
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In Figure 3.32 we observe that the speed variability of Lane-1 data is smaller than that of Lane-2 data. 
The variability patterns of both lanes are consistent over time. 
 
Figure 3.32 Standard Deviation of Speed by Lane - IRD Class 9 
3.3.3.3 Distribution of Speed 
Similar to the analyses of speed distribution of Intercomp, we perform distributional analyses of speed 
by month for IRD. As shown in Figure 3.33, speed distributions of IRD are consistent from October 2015 
to March, 2016. Statistical results of Kolmogorov-Smirnov test are shown in Table 3.14. Although all the 
p-values are significant for distributional difference, the absolute values of deviances for each 
comparison are quite small.  
 
Figure 3.33 Monthly Distribution of Speed - IRD Class 9 
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Table 3.14 Monthly Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test - IRD 
Month Deviance p-value 
October versus November 0.0284 0.00 
November versus December 0.0112 0.00 
December versus January 0.0076 0.03 
January versus February 0.0175 0.00 
February versus March 0.0539 0.00 
 
Figure 3.34 shows the monthly distributions of speed by lane. As we can see, the distributions are 
consistent for both lanes. 
 
Figure 3.34 Monthly Distribution of Speed by Lane - IRD Class 9 
In summary, IRD is considered consistent in terms of the distributions of daily observation count, gross 
vehicle weight and speed distribution. 
3.4 COMPARISON OF INTERCOMP AND IRD 
Intercomp and IRD sensors are installed near each other and there is no entry to or exit from the 
highway between the locations of the two sensor systems, which means they measure the same 
vehicles during the same time interval. Therefore, we may compare their sensor observations for the 
same time interval to assess differences. Recall that the valid Intercomp data starts on January 22nd, 
2016 and ends March 28th. It is a proper subset of dates for which we have IRD data. Therefore, we use 
only the January 22nd to March 28th data for both sensors in these comparisons. Our analysis does not 
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indicate which sensor is more accurate. We can know only whether their observations are similar or not. 
Accuracy comparisons will be possible if we had true vehicle weights. 
3.4.1 Daily Observation Count 
Because the two sensor systems are located close to each other, the actual number of vehicles passing 
through the two sensors during the same time interval should be nearly identical. Figure 3.35 shows the 
daily observation count of all classes for the two sensors. The two sensors have the same count pattern 
but for most of the days Intercomp counts fewer vehicles than IRD. It is unclear to us what may cause 
such difference in vehicle counts. 
 
Figure 3.35 Comparison of Daily Observation Count - All Data 
Figure 3.36 shows the comparison of the two sensors with and without error for Class-9 vehicles. Before 
mid February, the two sensors have similar patterns although IRD counts are more than those of 
Intercomp. Beginning around Feb 19th, Intercomp significantly undercounts Class-9 vehicles compared 
with IRD, especially for the error-free counts of Class-9 vehicles. 
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Figure 3.36 Comparison of Daily Observation Count - Class 9 with and without Error 
Figure 3.37 shows daily observation count comparison by lane. Counts for Lane 2 are very close between 
IRD and Intercomp, but there is significant difference in Lane-1 counts. IRD counts more than Intercomp 
in Lane 1 and the difference becomes large after around Feb 19th. 
 
Figure 3.37 Comparison of Daily Observation Count by Lane - Class 9 
It appears from this data that something might have gone wrong with Intercomp Lane-1 sensors around 
February 19th. It is not self-consistent and counts much less than IRD in general. 
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3.4.2 Gross Vehicle Weight 
3.4.2.1 Mean of Gross Vehicle Weight 
To test the equality of the mean of gross vehicle weight of the two sensors, we use two-sample T tests, 
which are shown in Table 3.15. The second column is the mean difference of IRD and Intercom. The 
third column is the T statistic calculated for each category. The null hypothesis is that the means of GVW 
for the two sensors are same. Column 4 gives p-values of different alternative hypotheses.  
For Class-9 data, with or without error, the mean of GVW for IRD is statistically smaller than Intercomp. 
Same results are obtained for Class 9 Lane 1 (with or without error). But for Class 9 data from Lane 2, 
with or without errors, opposite results are achieved. The mean of GVW for IRD is statistically larger 
than Intercomp.  
 
Table 3.15 Two-sample T test of Mean of GVW 
GVW 
diff=mean(IRD)-
mean(Intercomp) 
T statistic 
p-value of Ha 
diff < 0 diff != 0 diff > 0 
Class 9 -6.01 -71.63 0.00 0.00 1.00 
Class 9 Without Error -6.69 -75.89 0.00 0.00 1.00 
Class 9 Lane 1 -8.25 -84.86 0.00 0.00 1.00 
Class 9 Lane 2 5.45 28.62 1.00 0.00 0.00 
Class 9 Without Error Lane 1 -8.33 -86.39 0.00 0.00 1.00 
Class 9 Without Error Lane 2 3.38 15.26 1.00 0.00 0.00 
Because in Section 3.2 we analyzed the self-consistency of Intercomp and found out that there might be 
something wrong with the Intercomp system after February 19th. Therefore, we repeated the two-
sample T tests of GVW for the two sensors using data from Jan 22nd to Feb 19th only, which are shown in 
Table 3.16.  
Compared with Table 3.15, all the results and significance are the same. 
Table 3.16 Two-sample T test of Mean of GVW – Jan 22nd to Feb 19th 
GVW 
diff=mean(IRD)-
mean(Intercomp) 
T statistic 
p-value of Ha 
diff < 0 diff != 0 diff > 0 
Class 9 -4.24 -43.14 0.00 0.00 1.00 
Class 9 Without Error -6.48 -61.61 0.00 0.00 1.00 
Class 9 Lane 1 -5.81 -57.18 0.00 0.00 1.00 
Class 9 Lane 2 5.19 18.35 1.00 0.00 0.00 
Class 9 Without Error Lane 1 -8.11 -74.97 0.00 0.00 1.00 
Class 9 Without Error Lane 2 3.35 10.48 1.00 0.00 0.00 
A natural question that arises is the following. Why do IRD sensors report smaller weights in Lane 1 and 
larger weights in Lane 2? Without further investigation of the sensor systems, it is difficult to explain 
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these differences. One conjecture we have is that the two sensors calibrate differently based on vehicle 
speeds. That being said, the reasons for these differences are worth investigating either in a laboratory 
or field-test setting.   
3.4.2.2 Variance of Gross Vehicle Weight 
We use F tests to check if the two sensors have same GVW variability - results are shown in Table 3.17. 
The second column is the ratio of the standard deviations of IRD and Intercomp GVW measurements. 
The third column is the F statistic calculated for each category. The null hypothesis is that the ratio of 
the standard deviation of GVW for the two sensors is 1. P-values of different alternative hypothesis are 
given in the fourth column. 
Similar to the results of means of GVW, IRD has statistically more variability than Intercomp for Class-9 
vehicles in Lane 2. But in Lane 1 and combined data, Intercomp has statistically more variability than 
IRD. 
Table 3.17 F Test of Variance Ratio of GVW 
 
ratio=sd(IRD)/ 
sd(Intercomp) 
F statistic 
p-value of Ha 
ratio < 1 ratio != 1 ratio > 1 
Class 9 0.83 0.69 0.00 0.00 1.00 
Class 9 Without Error 0.95 0.90 0.00 0.00 1.00 
Class 9 Lane 1 0.74 0.55 0.00 0.00 1.00 
Class 9 Lane 2 1.12 1.25 1.00 0.00 0.00 
Class 9 Without Error Lane 1 0.91 0.82 0.00 0.00 1.00 
Class 9 Without Error Lane 2 1.08 1.16 1.00 0.00 0.00 
The same analyses are also performed for data between Jan 22nd and Feb 19th only, which are shown in 
Table 3.18. All results and significance are the same. 
Table 3.18 F Test of Variance Ratio of GVW – Jan 22nd to Feb 19th 
 
ratio=sd(IRD)/ 
sd(Intercomp) 
F statistic 
p-value of Ha 
ratio < 1 ratio != 1 ratio > 1 
Class 9 0.94 0.89 0.00 0.00 1.00 
Class 9 Without Error 0.96 0.93 0.00 0.00 1.00 
Class 9 Lane 1 0.87 0.75 0.00 0.00 1.00 
Class 9 Lane 2 1.12 1.26 1.00 0.00 0.00 
Class 9 Without Error Lane 1 0.91 0.83 0.00 0.00 1.00 
Class 9 Without Error Lane 2 1.07 1.14 1.00 0.00 0.00 
 
3.4.2.3 Distribution of Gross Vehicle Weight 
To compare the distribution of GVW for Class-9 vehicles, we use cumulative distribution function to see 
the frequencies of GVW for each sensor. As shown in Figure 3.38, GVW cumulative distribution of Class 
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9 vehicle in Lane 2 of IRD is stochastically larger than that of Intercomp, which locates on the bottom 
right of the figure. But for other three cases, the opposite result is obtained – Intercomp is stochastically 
larger than IRD.  
 
Figure 3.38 CDF of GVW - Class 9 without Error and by Lane 
Same results are also obtained for data between Jan 22nd and Feb 19th, as shown in Figure 3.39.  
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Figure 3.39 CDF of GVW - Class 9 without Error and by Lane Jan 22nd to Feb 19th 
To test the distribution differences statistically, we also perform Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests of Class 9 
GVW for the two sensors, as shown in Table 3.19. With all p-values of 0, we conclude that the 
distributions of GVW for the two sensors are not statistically the same for any of the categories. 
Table 3.19 Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test of GVW 
 Deviance p-value 
Class 9 0.25 0.00 
Class 9 Without Error 0.27 0.00 
Class 9 Lane 1 0.30 0.00 
Class 9 Lane 2 0.18 0.00 
Class 9 Without Error Lane 1 0.32 0.00 
Class 9 Without Error Lane 2 0.19 0.00 
 
Same tests are performed for the data between Jan 22nd and Feb 19th only, as shown in Table 3.20. All 
the results are the same. 
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Table 3.20 Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test of GVW Jan 22nd to Feb 19th 
 Deviance p-value 
Class 9 0.22 0.00 
Class 9 Without Error 0.26 0.00 
Class 9 Lane 1 0.27 0.00 
Class 9 Lane 2 0.17 0.00 
Class 9 Without Error Lane 1 0.31 0.00 
Class 9 Without Error Lane 2 0.18 0.00 
3.4.3 Speed 
In what follows, we present comparisons of mean, variance and distributions of speeds recorded by the 
two sensors. Since our approach taken is similar to that in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 we will not restate 
the methodology in this section. Instead, we summarize our findings first and then present the results of 
our analysis in tables and figures in the ensuing subsections. 
Intercomp generates many extremely large speed data in Lane 1, but its error reporting system tags 
them as errors. If those extreme data are excluded, IRD in general has a larger mean and variance of 
speed than Intercomp.  
3.4.3.1 Mean of Speed 
The means of speed for Intercomp and IRD are statistically different for Class-9 vehicles regardless error 
and lane. Results of the statistical tests are shown in Table 3.21. Mean of speed of IRD is statistically 
larger than Intercomp. 
Table 3.21 Two-sample T test of Mean of Speed 
Speed 
diff=mean(IRD)-
mean(Intercomp) 
T statistic 
p-value of Ha 
diff < 0 diff != 0 diff > 0 
Class 9 0.88 26.48 1.00 0.00 0.00 
Class 9 Without Error 1.84 78.95 1.00 0.00 0.00 
Class 9 Lane 1 1.47 48.23 1.00 0.00 0.00 
Class 9 Lane 2 1.14 16.69 1.00 0.00 0.00 
Class 9 Without Error Lane 1 2.01 81.44 1.00 0.00 0.00 
Class 9 Without Error Lane 2 2.24 35.77 1.00 0.00 0.00 
Same result could be obtained for the data between Jan 22nd and Feb 19th, which is shown in Table 3.22 
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Table 3.22 Two-sample T test of Mean of Speed – Jan 22nd to Feb 19th 
Speed 
diff=mean(IRD)-
mean(Intercomp) 
T statistic 
p-value of Ha 
diff < 0 diff != 0 diff > 0 
Class 9 1.58 43.20 1.00 0.00 0.00 
Class 9 Without Error 1.79 61.64 1.00 0.00 0.00 
Class 9 Lane 1 1.85 49.90 1.00 0.00 0.00 
Class 9 Lane 2 1.00 9.08 1.00 0.00 0.00 
Class 9 Without Error Lane 1 1.75 59.89 1.00 0.00 0.00 
Class 9 Without Error Lane 2 2.07 20.66 1.00 0.00 0.00 
3.4.3.2 Variance of Speed 
The variances of speed of the two sensors are also statistically different, which is shown in Table 3.23. 
Except for all Class-9 vehicles and Class-9 vehicles in Lane 1 with errors, standard deviation of speed of 
IRD is statistically larger than that of Intercomp. But for all Class-9 vehicles and Class-9 vehicles in lane 1 
with errors, standard deviation of speed of IRD is statistically smaller than Intercomp. This is because 
Intercomp generated a lot of extremely large speed data in Lane 1 and those data are captured by the 
error system. 
Table 3.23 F Test of Variance Ratio of Speed 
Speed 
ratio=sd(IRD)/ 
sd(Intercomp) 
F statistic 
p-value of Ha 
ratio < 1 ratio != 1 ratio > 1 
Class 9 0.64 0.41 0.00 0.00 1.00 
Class 9 Without Error 1.06 1.12 1.00 0.00 0.00 
Class 9 Lane 1 0.52 0.27 0.00 0.00 1.00 
Class 9 Lane 2 1.30 1.69 1.00 0.00 0.00 
Class 9 Without Error Lane 1 1.05 1.11 1.00 0.00 0.00 
Class 9 Without Error Lane 2 1.21 1.47 1.00 0.00 0.00 
Again, as shown in Table 3.24, for the data between Jan 22nd and Feb 19th, the results are the same. 
Table 3.24 F Test of Variance Ratio of Speed – Jan 22nd to Feb 19th 
Speed 
ratio=sd(IRD)/ 
sd(Intercomp) 
F statistic 
p-value of Ha 
ratio < 1 ratio != 1 ratio > 1 
Class 9 0.83 0.69 0.00 0.00 1.00 
Class 9 Without Error 1.11 1.22 1.00 0.00 0.00 
Class 9 Lane 1 0.72 0.52 0.00 0.00 1.00 
Class 9 Lane 2 1.34 1.79 1.00 0.00 0.00 
Class 9 Without Error Lane 1 1.08 1.16 1.00 0.00 0.00 
Class 9 Without Error Lane 2 1.20 1.44 1.00 0.00 0.00 
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3.4.3.3 Distribution of Speed 
Figure 3.40 shows the histogram of speed for each sensor under different data set. For all cases, the 
histograms seem different across sensors, especially for Lane 1. To test the difference statistically, we 
use Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests, which are shown in Table 3.25. All the distributions of speed are 
significantly different between the two sensors. Among all the cases, Class-9 Lane 2 has the closest 
distribution with a deviance of 0.0992. The differences may come from the sensors, as well as the 
algorithms their controllers use to convert raw data into measurements and tag certain observations as 
errors. 
 
Figure 3.40 Comparison of Histogram of Speed - Class 9 without Error and by Lane 
Table 3.25 Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test of Speed 
Speed Deviance p-value 
Class 9 0.1562 0.00 
Class 9 Without Error 0.2676 0.00 
Class 9 Lane 1 0.2292 0.00 
Class 9 Lane 2 0.0992 0.00 
Class 9 Without Error Lane 1 0.3191 0.00 
Class 9 Without Error Lane 2 0.4677 0.00 
 
As shown in Table 3.26, same results are obtained for data between Jan 22nd and Feb 19th.  
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Table 3.26 Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test of Speed – Jan 22nd to Feb 19th 
Speed Deviance p-value 
Class 9 0.2003 0.00 
Class 9 Without Error 0.2784 0.00 
Class 9 Lane 1 0.2408 0.00 
Class 9 Lane 2 0.0931 0.00 
Class 9 Without Error Lane 1 0.2989 0.00 
Class 9 Without Error Lane 2 0.4263 0.00 
 
In conclusion, we compared Intercomp sensor with IRD sensor in terms of daily observation count, gross 
vehicle weight and speed. The two systems do not have the same performance for each criterion. The 
main difference comes from Lane 1 observations from the two systems. This is true even if we compare 
the two sensors after excluding the data after February 19th. 
3.5 CONCLUSIONS 
3.5.1 Findings 
Main findings of this chapter can be summarized as follows:  
1. The Intercomp sensor is not self-consistent during the time period Jan 22nd to March 28th. There is a 
sudden and significant difference between the patterns of daily observation count, GVW and speed 
before and after Feb 19th. 
2. The inconsistency of Intercomp sensor is mainly from Lane 1, the driving lane. 
3. IRD sensor is considered self-consistent from October 1st to March 28th. 
4. Intercomp and IRD have statistically different daily observation count, GVW distribution and speed 
distribution. Because we do not have the actual weights, speeds and vehicle counts, the accuracy of 
the two systems is not known. However, the lack of self-consistency suggests that the Intercomp 
sensor system stopped performing according to specifications around mid February. 
3.5.2 Recommendations  
Based on the analyses in this chapter, we recommend actions that MNDOT can take both to improve 
performance evaluation and detect the need for recalibration.  
Improving Performance Evaluation 
1. Collect more data for both sensors. The data used in this chapter is from Jan 22nd, 2016 to March 
28th, 2016 for Intercomp and October 1st, 2015 to March 28th, 2016 for IRD. Whereas we observe 
a potential failure of Intercomp sensor in Lane 1, we cannot tell how long the IRD sensor will 
continue to perform consistently. That is, more data will help shine light on the time between 
required recalibration of the two sensors.   
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2. Investigate the reasons for the significant change around Feb 19th for Intercomp. 
3. Get more information of the error codes used by Intercomp so that we may separate errors 
(unusable data) and warnings (usable data). On this topic, it will be helpful to learn what 
thresholds are used to generate tags – good, warning (but usable), and bad data. 
4. Perform more test runs so we can compare measured weights against true weights.  
Recalibration 
MNDOT uses the mean of front axle weight to monitor gross vehicle weight consistency over time. 
Recalibration threshold is plus or minus 5% of the baseline. We suggest using variance and deviance of 
the distribution of weights as additional criteria, in addition to the mean of front axle weight. Deviance 
measures the distribution difference of two samples of data. Such comparisons could be made biweekly 
or monthly to detect shifts in the distribution. Under normal circumstances, we will not expect the 
weight distributions to change much over time. Similarly, a comparison of variances could inform 
MNDOT if observations are beginning to exhibit a different pattern. Note that the mean weight (single 
axle or combined) may not change even though both the distribution and variance may change. 
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CHAPTER 4:  COMPARISON OF THE KISTLER AND THE IRD WIM 
SYSTEMS’ PERFORMANCE 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
4.1.1 Research Goal 
The goal of this chapter is to compare and contrast reported performance of the Kistler and the IRD 
WIM systems, and lay the foundation for analysis that leads to the selection of a superior system in 
terms of accuracy and life-cycle cost. We analyzed ten months of the IRD-system data and four months 
of the Kistler-system data in CSV format provided by the OTSM, which was produced by the installed 
sensors and controllers. We also developed a methodology for comparing and contrasting the two 
sensor systems’ performances, which was then used to compare their performances based on the 
available data. 
4.1.2 Data Description 
The data used in this chapter are from April 1st, 2016 to July 28th, 2016 for the Kistler system and from 
October 1st, 2015 to July 28th, 2016 for the IRD system. The data for the Kistler system only contains 
Lane-1 (driving lane) measurements. To compare the two systems on an equal footing, we only consider 
Lane-1 data of the IRD system as well. All data provided by the OTSM were in CSV-format. A summary of 
the data fields in these files is shown in Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1 Variable Summary of Original CSV-format Files 
Variable Name Explanation Variable Name Explanation 
veh Unique Vehicle Number aw3 Axle Weight 
lane Lane Number aw4 Axle Weight 
time Time that passing the sensor aw5 Axle Weight 
axlec Axle Count aw6 Axle Weight 
speed Speed that passing the sensor aw7 Axle Weight 
as1feet Axle Space aw8 Axle Weight 
as2 Axle Space aw9 Axle Weight 
as3 Axle Space aw10 Axle Weight 
as4 Axle Space aw11 Axle Weight 
as5 Axle Space aw12 Axle Weight 
as6 Axle Space GVW Gross Vehicle Weight 
as7 Axle Space class MN Classification 
as8 Axle Space err Error Code 
as9 Axle Space imagef Indicator of Image Capture 
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Variable Name Explanation Variable Name Explanation 
as10 Axle Space license License Number 
as11 Axle Space temp Temperature 
aw1kips Axle Weight calfac Calibration Indicator 
aw2 Axle Weight   
 
To produce statistical analyses, summary tables, and figures, we combined all data files and analyzed the 
entire dataset using STATA (version 14.1). A summary of the variables that we created is shown in Table 
4.2. 
Table 4.2 Summary of Created Variables 
Variable Name Explanation Variable Name Explanation 
date Date IRD_err_19 IRD Error Indicator 
month Month IRD_err_20 IRD Error Indicator 
month_numeric Numeric Representation of Month IRD_err_21 IRD Error Indicator 
sensor Numeric Representation of Sensor IRD_err_22 IRD Error Indicator 
sensorName Name of Sensor IRD_err_23 IRD Error Indicator 
indv1 Individual Error Code IRD_err_24 IRD Error Indicator 
indv2 Individual Error Code IRD_err_25 IRD Error Indicator 
indv3 Individual Error Code IRD_err_26 IRD Error Indicator 
indv4 Individual Error Code IRD_err_27 IRD Error Indicator 
indv5 Individual Error Code IRD_err_28 IRD Error Indicator 
indv6 Individual Error Code IRD_err_29 IRD Error Indicator 
good Indicator of Error-free Data IRD_err_30 IRD Error Indicator 
kistler_err_7 Kistler Error Indicator IRD_err_31 IRD Error Indicator 
kistler_err_14 Kistler Error Indicator IRD_err_32 IRD Error Indicator 
kistler_err_16 Kistler Error Indicator IRD_err_33 IRD Error Indicator 
kistler_err_19 Kistler Error Indicator IRD_err_34 IRD Error Indicator 
kistler_err_34 Kistler Error Indicator IRD_err_35 IRD Error Indicator 
kistler_err_35 Kistler Error Indicator IRD_err_36 IRD Error Indicator 
kistler_err_67 Kistler Error Indicator IRD_err_37 IRD Error Indicator 
kistler_err_69 Kistler Error Indicator IRD_err_38 IRD Error Indicator 
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Variable Name Explanation Variable Name Explanation 
kistler_err_70 Kistler Error Indicator IRD_err_39 IRD Error Indicator 
IRD_err_1 IRD Error Indicator IRD_err_40 IRD Error Indicator 
IRD_err_2 IRD Error Indicator IRD_err_41 IRD Error Indicator 
IRD_err_3 IRD Error Indicator IRD_err_42 IRD Error Indicator 
IRD_err_4 IRD Error Indicator IRD_err_43 IRD Error Indicator 
IRD_err_5 IRD Error Indicator IRD_err_44 IRD Error Indicator 
IRD_err_6 IRD Error Indicator IRD_err_45 IRD Error Indicator 
IRD_err_7 IRD Error Indicator IRD_err_46 IRD Error Indicator 
IRD_err_8 IRD Error Indicator IRD_err_47 IRD Error Indicator 
IRD_err_9 IRD Error Indicator IRD_err_48 IRD Error Indicator 
IRD_err_10 IRD Error Indicator IRD_err_49 IRD Error Indicator 
IRD_err_11 IRD Error Indicator IRD_err_50 IRD Error Indicator 
IRD_err_12 IRD Error Indicator IRD_err_51 IRD Error Indicator 
IRD_err_13 IRD Error Indicator IRD_err_52 IRD Error Indicator 
IRD_err_14 IRD Error Indicator IRD_err_53 IRD Error Indicator 
IRD_err_15 IRD Error Indicator IRD_err_54 IRD Error Indicator 
IRD_err_16 IRD Error Indicator IRD_err_57 IRD Error Indicator 
IRD_err_17 IRD Error Indicator IRD_err_65 IRD Error Indicator 
IRD_err_18 IRD Error Indicator   
 
Statistical summaries of the gross vehicle weight and speed are shown in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4, 
respectively. The unit of GVW in Table 4.3 is kips and the unit of vehicle speed in Table 4.6 is mph. 
Table 4.3 GVW Statistical Summary from All Data 
System Name Freq. mean(GVW) sd(GVW) min(GVW) max(GVW) 
IRD 4,311,947 13.22 18.94 0.05 197.1 
Kistler 1,800,245 14.99 22.09 0 215.44 
The summaries are for all recorded observations including all classes and errors. The means of GVW of 
the two systems are statistically different. The difference is also large enough to be of practical 
significance. The variance of gross vehicle weight for the Kistler system is a little bit larger than that of 
the IRD system. We conjecture that these differences might have been caused either by sensor accuracy 
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or by the differences in the algorithms that the two systems use to convert the raw sensor data into 
weights. 
Table 4.4 Speed Statistical Summary from All Data 
System Name Freq. mean(speed) sd(speed) min(speed) max(speed) 
IRD 4,311,947 68.89 6.53 3 124 
Kistler 1,800,245 66.63 10.25 -1 1676.4 
 
The variance of speed for the Kistler system is also much larger than that for the IRD system. The Kistler 
system also generates negative speed values, which does not happen in the IRD system. The speed of -1 
only appears for Class-14 vehicles. All negative and extreme large (>120 mpg) speed data records are 
captured by error codes. Although different combinations of error codes are generated for different 
records, all negative speed records are labeled by error codes 7 and 14 of the Kistler system. Extreme 
large speed records are most likely to be labeled by error code 7, 19 and 70. Explanations of error codes 
are given in Table 4.7 and the Bullconverter manual (Kwon, 2015). 
Because Class 9 is the most important class for MNDOT, we separately calculated statistical summaries 
of vehicle weight and speed for Class 9 only, which are shown in Table 4.5 and Table 4.6, respectively.  
Table 4.5 GVW Statistical Summary for Class 9 
System Name Freq. mean(GVW) sd(GVW) min(GVW) max(GVW) 
IRD 693,551 49.60 15.58 5.96 113.88 
Kistler 285,236 57.90 18.46 9.84 121.04 
 
In general, the Class-9 weight measurements from the Kistler and the IRD sensors are statistically 
different. They are also sufficiently different in magnitude to make a practical difference. The Kistler 
system has larger mean and variance compared to the IRD system. The differences in the frequency of 
observations are explained to a certain extent by the fact that the Kistler-system data pertains to a 4-
month period, as compared to a 10-month period for the IRD system. 
 
Table 4.6 Speed Statistical Summary for Class 9 
System Name Freq. mean(speed) sd(speed) min(speed) max(speed) 
IRD 693,551 65.77 4.74 9 109 
Kistler 285,236 64.78 5.02 1.6 86.1 
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In terms of speed, the two systems are practically close, although they are statistically different.  The 
Kistler system has a smaller minimum and maximum speed value than the IRD system. 
The two systems have different error-reporting systems. Broadly speaking, all observations can be 
grouped into one of the three categories: no error, error (not valid), and warning (valid but outside of 
the specified range). We treated the data with either no errors or warnings as “good data”. Summaries 
of the errors generated by the two systems are shown in Table 4.7 and Table 4.8. Note that because a 
record may contain more than one error, the sum of the error percentages is more than 100%. 
Table 4.7 The Kistler System Error Code Summary 
Error Code Description Percentage 
null No error 83.75% 
67 High vehicle dynamics  9.09% 
35 High weight imbalance 6.21% 
69 Single-track vehicle 2.23% 
7 Force record missing 2.00% 
14 Cannot process vehicle 1.16% 
34 Strong change in acceleration 0.79% 
70 Sensor missing 0.51% 
19 Single axle vehicle 0.46% 
16 Vehicle stopped while driving through 0.14% 
 
Observe that 83.75% of the Kistler-system data are error free. Among the error codes, high vehicle 
dynamics is the most common error type, which accounts for 9.09% of all the records. 
Table 4.8 The IRD system Error Code Summary 
Error Code Description Percentage 
0 Normal, no error 83.65% 
1 Upstream loop failure (Downstream loop only) 0.79% 
2 Downstream loop failure (Upstream loop only) 0.10% 
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Error Code Description Percentage 
7 Zero axles detected (failure of both axles) 0.01% 
8 
Unequal axle counts (difference of up and down-stream 
axle counts) 
0.01% 
13 Vehicle too slow (indicated by loop activation) 0.01% 
17 Vehicle too fast 0.01% 
19 One axle detected 0.01% 
34 Significant speed change 0.06% 
35 Significant weight differences 0.96% 
37 Unequal axle counts on sensors 0.35% 
38 Tailgating 0.59% 
43 Overweight (good data) 0.16% 
44 Over GVW (good data) 0.07% 
46 Drastic speed change 0.41% 
null No error code 13.11% 
 
In total, 96.76% of the IRD data are error free, which includes the “Code 0” and the "null" codes. The IRD 
system did not generate code “0” for error-free data from June 22nd to July 28th, which is 13.11% of all 
the records. Upon further investigation, it was determined that this was not an error. Starting 6/22/16, a 
new version of the BullConverter software (V4.18) was used.  In that version the Err# column for a 
vehicle record that does not contain an error or waning is shown blank instead of “0”. Therefore, blanks 
(or null) values are the same as normal observations with no errors, and are treated as such in our 
analysis. That is the reason why the total error-free data are 96.76%. The error code summary in Table 
4.8 is slightly different from what we reported in Table 3.8 although both tables report the IRD system's 
error codes. There are three reasons for this. First, Table 3.8 used data from October 1st, 2015 to March 
28th, 2016. During this time, there were no "null" error codes. Therefore, Table 3.8 reports the total 
percent of error-free observations. In contrast, Table 4.8 contains data for which "null" error codes were 
reported. In this table, the "null" codes are reported separately.  Second, the interval of time covered by 
data used for Table 4.8 is larger. Third, in Table 4.8, we only consider Lane 1 data to allow comparisons 
with Table 4.7. In contrast, Table 3.8 uses data from all lanes. 
Among the error codes in Table 4.8, significant weight difference is the most common error type, which 
accounts for less than 1% of all records. There are error codes in the IRD-system and the Kistler-system 
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data that we do not report because those error codes have a frequency of 0% in the data. A complete 
error codebook can be found in the Bullconverter manual (Kwon, 2015) provided by Professor Taek 
Kwon.  
In the remainder of this chapter, we refer to data as valid data when it has no errors. Note that this 
includes data with warnings. Statistical summaries of gross vehicle weight and speed without errors are 
shown in Table 4.9 and Table 4.10, respectively. 
Table 4.9 GVW Summary for Class 9 without Error 
System Name Freq. mean(GVW) sd(GVW) min(GVW) max(GVW) 
IRD 649,729 50.18 15.48 7.80 102.52 
Kistler 169,957 63.69 16.52 14.94 121.04 
Table 4.10 Speed Summary for Class 9 without Error 
System Name Freq. mean(speed) sd(speed) min(speed) max(speed) 
IRD 649,729 65.69 4.57 9 76 
Kistler 169,957 64.69 5.22 1.6 86.1 
 
The Kistler system has fewer observations by a factor of approximately 3.8. The mean and standard 
deviation of speed are practically close, although they are statistically different. The Kistler system 
reports higher measured weights with greater variance. Equally importantly, the minimum and 
maximum of weights and speeds are different for the two sensors, with the Kistler system reporting a 
greater minimum and maximum of gross vehicle weights and a larger range of speed among error-free 
data. 
4.1.3 Overall Approach 
Our analyses consist of two parts. First, we perform self-consistency analysis of each system based on 
daily observation count, gross vehicle weight, and speed. Second, we compare the two sensors in terms 
of daily observation count, gross vehicle weight and speed. For each criterion, statistical mean, variance 
and distribution are analyzed. 
The remainder of this section is organized as follows. Section 4.2 gives self-consistency analysis of the 
Kistler system and Section 4.3 repeats a similar analysis for the IRD system. Section 4.4 compares and 
contrasts the two systems. In Section 4.5 we summarize our findings and recommendations.  
4.2 SELF-CONSISTENCY ANALYSIS: KISTLER SENSOR 
An important criterion of sensor performance is self-consistency. A sensor’s measurements may change 
gradually over time, or exhibit a sudden and sharp turning point. While the former may be caused by a 
variety of reasons, it is typically the case the latter occurs when the sensor fails or requires recalibration. 
In this analysis, we evaluate consistency using three metrics – daily observation counts, gross vehicle 
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weights and speeds. We focus exclusively on Class-9 vehicles, which are of the greatest interest to 
MNDOT.  
4.2.1 Daily Observation Count 
Daily observation counts inform the daily traffic volume as recorded by the sensor. Average daily traffic 
counts are important for MNDOT because these counts are reported to the FHWA. We do not assume 
the same number of vehicle counts for each day because counts vary by the day of week, season, 
weather, and holidays. However, we do believe that a sudden and significant change in the pattern of 
average daily traffic count is likely to be a signal of sensor system failure and represents possible need 
for recalibration. We consider the effect of errors from which data originated and perform separate 
analysis for Class-9 vehicles. 
Figure 4.1 shows the scatter-plot of the daily observation counts of the Kistler system for all data and 
data without errors (but including warnings’ data). The daily observation counts of all data started at 
about 15,000 and increased gradually over time, reaching about 17,000 counts at the end of July. For 
error-free data, daily counts started with an average of 12,000 counts per day and increased to about 
13,000 average daily count. In general the daily observation counts with or without error have the same 
increasing trend and it appears that error frequencies are consistent over time. 
 
Figure 4.1 Scatter-plot of Daily Observation Count - the Kistler System 
Figure 4.2 shows scatter plots of daily observation counts for Class-9 vehicles only. The dots are Class-9 
vehicles with errors; the triangles are Class-9 vehicles without errors. It is clear that the daily 
observation count follows a weekly pattern – both with and without errors for Class-9 vehicles. The 
percentage of error free data is consistent over time. For all Class-9 vehicle data, the weekday counts 
are around 3,000 and the weekend counts are around 1,100, whereas for the Class-9 data without error, 
the counts for weekday and weekends are 1,900 and 900, respectively. The counts without error have a 
slightly decreasing trend for weekdays and weekends. 
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Figure 4.2 Scatter-plot of Daily Observation Count – the Kistler Class-9 Data 
 
Figure 4.3 Scatter-plot of Daily Error Count – the Kistler Class-9 Data 
Figure 4.3 is the daily error count for Class-9 data from the Kistler system. We see an increasing trend 
for weekdays (from 1,000 to 1,500), while the error counts of weekends appear to be consistent over 
time. This may be an indication that the system generates more errors over time. It is possible to 
extrapolate this trend to identify a future point in time when the system may need to be recalibrated. 
We will illustrate this methodology by using the Kistler Class-9 vehicle error percentage data. The error 
percentage is calculated as  
 
Daily Error Percentage =
Daily Error Code Count
Daily Observation count
  
(3.1) 
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We use a regression model by setting date as the explanatory variable and daily error percentage as the 
response variable, which could be represented as  
 Daily Error Percentage = Cons + Coef.× Date + Error Term  (3.2) 
We set April 1st, 2016 as date 1 of the data set and use ordinary least squares regression to estimate the 
coefficients of the model. The regression output is shown in Table 4.11.  
Table 4.11 Regression Output of Error Percentage (Daily Error Percentage = Cons + Coef. × Date + Error Term) 
 
 
The coefficients for both the date and the intercept are statistically significant. In particular, the 95% 
confidence level for the coefficient of Date is (0.00104, 0.00160), which means there is a clear trend of 
increase for the error percentage over time. The regression output yields the model as follows. 
 Daily Error Percentage = 0.32 + 0.00132 × Date + Error Term  (3.3) 
A positive coefficient of Date means there is an increasing trend of daily error percentage as time goes 
by. After obtaining the model coefficient, we may extrapolate to a date at which the recalibration 
threshold will be crossed. As an illustration, assume the recalibration threshold is x from the baseline 
(which is the fitted error percentage after last recalibration). We could project the Date of the next 
recalibration as  
 
Date =
𝑥 − 0.32
0.00132
  
(3.4) 
The projection is not an accurate prediction of the error percentage, but rather an estimation of the 
expected error percentage based on linear regression. This projection date could serve as a planning 
guide when recalibration actions involve significant lead times. It is also possible to update the estimate 
to recalibration time as more data becomes available.  
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Overall, the daily observation count of the Kistler system is considered consistent. But when the total 
number of observation count was increasing over time, the Class-9 vehicle observation count was 
decreasing. This may be due to either real traffic pattern change or inaccuracy of the system. We will 
examine this issue in more detail in Section 4.4  
4.2.2 Gross Vehicle Weight 
Because different vehicle classes have different gross-vehicle-weight distributions and our primary focus 
is on Class-9 vehicles, we analyze gross vehicle weights and speed for Class-9 vehicles only. Analyses of 
other classes can be performed in a similar fashion. 
We evaluate gross vehicle weight consistency in three aspects – daily mean of GVW, daily standard 
deviation of GVW and distributions of GVW. After accounting for day-of-week and seasonal variations, 
and average traffic counts, consistency of these three measurements should indicate good performance. 
4.2.2.1 Mean of Gross Vehicle Weight 
Figure 4.4 shows daily average gross vehicle weight for Class-9 vehicles from April 1st to July 28th. A clear 
weekly pattern is observed for both with- and without-error data. While the mean of GVW of class 9 is 
increasing over time, the mean of GVW of Class 9 without errors is consistent over the same time 
period. This indicates that the Kistler system generated larger gross-vehicle-weight observations, but 
those data are labeled as errors in their system, leaving the remaining data reasonably consistent over 
time. 
 
Figure 4.4 Mean of GVW – the Kistler Class-9 Data 
4.2.2.2 Variance of Gross Vehicle Weight 
In addition to the average gross vehicle weight, variance of GVW is another important determinant of 
consistency. Figure 4.5 shows the daily standard deviation of GVW of Class-9 vehicles. Similar to mean of 
GVW, there is a weekly pattern for both with and without error data. There is a slight increase of the 
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standard deviation of GVW for Class-9 data (including errors) over time. The standard deviation for error 
free Class-9 data remains reasonably consistent around 16.  
 
Figure 4.5 Standard Deviation of GVW – the Kistler Class-9 Data 
4.2.2.3 Distribution of Gross Vehicle Weight 
Distribution of GVW is another important criterion we consider for consistency. Daily or monthly 
consistent distributions are indicators of sensor calibration remaining intact because we do not expect 
the distributions of gross vehicle weight to change significantly across consecutive days or months. 
Figure 4.6 shows the box-plot of GVW of Class-9 vehicles of the Kistler’s system. Middle lines in the 
boxes are medians of GVW for each day. Bottom and top of the boxes represent the first and third 
quartiles of GVW for each day. The extended solid lines are within 1.5 IQR (third quartile – first quartile). 
Individual dots beyond the solid lines are considered outliers in the data. Daily box plots are consistent 
over time, with a median around 60,000 lbs. There is no outlier in the data set. 
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Figure 4.6 Daily Box-plot of GVW - the Kistler Class-9 Data 
Similarly, Figure 4.7 shows the box-plot of GVW for Class 9 without errors. Compared to the 
distributions of all class 9 weights, the distributions without error have a slightly increasing trend over 
time. The median of GVW is around 70,000 lbs, which is higher than the mean of GVW with errors. This 
indicates that the error-coding algorithm in the Kistler system may be eliminating some low weights and 
that may be unreasonable. 
 
Figure 4.7 Daily Box-plot of GVW – the Kistler Class-9 Data without Error 
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In addition to daily distributions, we also considered monthly distributions. Figure 4.8 shows the 
monthly comparison of GVW distributions for Class 9. Distributions of all four months are quite 
consistent, with two peaks at about 30,000 lbs. and 75,000 lbs.  
 
Figure 4.8 Month-to-month Comparison of Class 9 GVW - the Kistler System 
To test the distributional differences statistically, we use Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests for monthly data. 
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is a nonparametric test of the equality of continuous distributions. It 
quantifies a distance between the empirical distribution functions of two data samples. The test statistic 
is calculated under the null hypothesis that the samples are drawn from the same distribution. The 
quantified distance is called deviance. It is a numerical value that represents the difference in 
distributions of the two samples. We recommend that deviance be used to as an additional criterion (in 
addition to mean GVW) to identify system failures and recalibration times. Deviance is more appropriate 
than the mean because it captures distributional change in GVW measurements. 
Table 4.12 shows the Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests of the Kistler Class-9 GVWs for different months. Only 
consecutive months are compared to check whether GVW distributions change significantly from one 
month to the next. The distributions of consecutive months are statistically different with all p-values 
less than 0.05. However, the deviances of each pair of months are not large. In particular, the deviance 
of April versus May is 0.0099, which means there is only 0.99% shift of the GVW distributions between 
the two months. This means that the GVW distributions are practically not different, although with the 
large amount of data available for each month, they are found to be statistically different. 
Table 4.12 Monthly Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test of GVW - the Kistler System 
Month Deviance p-value 
April versus May 0.0099 0.002 
May versus June 0.0165 0.000 
June versus July 0.0131 0.000 
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4.2.3 Speed 
Speed is another important performance metric both for traffic monitoring purposes and because the 
speed affects the accuracy of vehicle-class detection, axle spacing detection and error code generation. 
Because there is no speed limit change from April to July, our null hypothesis is that Class-9 speed 
distribution remains the same during this period of time. What we mean by that statement is that 
although individual vehicle speeds vary significantly, the overall speed pattern (across all vehicles) 
remains the same over time. 
Similar to gross vehicle weight, time consistency of mean, variance and distribution of speed are 
considered in the sequel.  
4.2.3.1 Mean of Speed 
Figure 4.9 shows the daily average speed of Class-9 vehicles with and without errors.  For most of the 
days, the mean of speed ranges from 62 mpg to 66 mpg, with some exceptions when speed is much 
lower. The low average speeds may be due to traffic jams (road work, accidents, etc.) on certain days. 
Except for those unusual days, the pattern of average speed of the Kistler system is considered 
consistent over time. Moreover, the average speed without errors is almost the same as with error 
average speed. 
 
Figure 4.9 Mean of Speed - the Kistler Class-9 Data 
4.2.3.2 Variance of Speed 
While the variance of speed is another important determinant of system consistency, it is more likely to 
be impacted by the traffic itself rather than the accuracy of the sensor. For example, weekdays may 
have higher speed variance than weekends because weekdays are likely to have varying levels of traffic 
congestion at different times of the day.  Therefore, the interpretation of the comparison of variances 
must be done more carefully.  
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Figure 4.10 shows daily standard deviations of speed for Class-9 vehicles with or without errors. Speed 
standard deviation has a large range for Class-9-with-error data from 3 mph to 12 mph, but becomes 
less consistent in over time. Similar to the mean of speed, the standard deviation of speed of Class-9-
without-error data is very close to Class-9-with-error data.  
 
Figure 4.10 Standard Deviation of Speed - the Kistler Class-9 Data 
4.2.3.3 Distribution of Speed 
Similar to gross vehicle weight, we compare distributions of speed for different months. Figure 4.11 
shows the monthly distributional comparison of speed. It is clear that all four months seem consistent.  
 
Figure 4.11 Monthly Distribution of Speed – the Kistler Class-9 Data 
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To test the distribution difference statistically, we again use the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test; results are 
shown in Table 4.13. The p-values of all tests are less than the significance level (0.05), which means the 
distributions of speed are consider statistically different. However, the deviances of between the 
distributions are quite small. All distributional shifts are within 2% for any two months. Therefore, we 
conclude that the distributions are not practically different. 
Table 4.13 Monthly Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test of Speed - the Kistler System 
Month Deviance p-value 
April versus May 0.0178 0.000 
May versus June 0.0125 0.000 
June versus July 0.0166 0.000 
 
To summarize, we compared the self-consistency of the Kistler system in terms of daily observation 
counts, gross vehicle weights and speeds.  All three measurements indicate that the Kistler system 
performs consistently over the given period. Moderate amount of errors are generated. Most of these 
errors have low GVW. This may need further investigation because errors do not appear to be unbiased. 
Monthly distributions of GVW and speed are considered consistent and deviance is recommended as a 
metric of distributional shifts. 
4.3 SELF-CONSISTENCY ANALYSIS: THE IRD SYSTEM  
In this Section, we repeat the Section 4.2 analyses for the IRD-system data. That is, the mean, the 
variance and the distribution of daily observation counts, gross vehicle weights and speeds are analyzed. 
Valid IRD-system data are from October 1st to July 28th. Note that the two systems have different sizes of 
data. This is not a problem so long as we compare each system with itself, which is what we do in this 
section. 
Our findings in terms of daily observation count, gross vehicle weight and speed indicate that the IRD-
system data is self-consistent over the 10 months.  
4.3.1 Daily Observation Count 
We first analyze daily observation count of all classes, which is shown in Figure 4.12. Daily observation 
counts range from 10,000 to 20,000 with a slight decrease from October to the end of January and a 
clear increase from February. This appears to be a reasonable reflection of real traffic because of the 
weather conditions in Minnesota. There are no sudden changes and no reason to suspect an 
inconsistency. 
The observation count without error has a pattern that is similar to that calculated from the data with 
error, which suggests that the errors as percent of total vehicle counts remain stable over the 10 
months.  
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Figure 4.12 Scatter-plot of Daily Observation Count - the IRD system 
Class-9 daily observation counts are shown in Figure 4.13. There is a pattern of daily counts with some 
higher counts (≈ 3,000) and some lower counts (≈ 1,100). This is due to the day-of-week effect. Class-9 
counts are lower during weekends. There is also a drop in counts surrounding the Christmas and the 
New-Year’s day, which also seems reasonable. Class-9 without-error counts are similar to the data with 
errors and are generally consistent over time. 
 
Figure 4.13 Scatter-plot of Daily Observation Count - the IRD system Class 9 
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Figure 4.14 Scatter-plot of Daily Error Count - the IRD system Class 9 
Figure 4.14 shows the daily error count of the IRD system Class-9 vehicle. Although there are a few 
outliers, the pattern of counts appears to be consistent over time. There is also a clear weekday and 
weekend effect because the total vehicle counts are different.  
In general, after considering the effect of system errors and the effect of day of week, daily observation 
counts of the IRD system are self-consistent from October to July. 
4.3.2 Gross Vehicle Weight 
To analyze consistency of gross vehicle weight of the IRD system, we consider mean of GVW, standard 
deviation of GVW and distribution of GVW. Because Class 9 is the most important vehicle class for 
MNDOT, all the analyses for gross vehicle weight and speed are for Class-9 data only.  
4.3.2.1 Mean of Gross Vehicle Weight 
Daily average mean of GVW of Class 9 vehicles with and without errors is shown in Figure 4.15. Means 
without errors are very close to those with errors because 97% of the data are error free for the IRD 
system. There are some fluctuations in mean GVW observations, but there are no sudden significant 
changes or changing patterns during the observation period. 
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Figure 4.15 Mean of GVW - the IRD system Class 9 
4.3.2.2 Variance of Gross Vehicle Weight 
Figure 4.16 shows the standard deviation of GVW for Class 9. The without-error data have a slightly 
lower standard deviation, but are considered very close to with-error data. This is not surprising because 
97% of the IRD-system data are error free. That being said, the differences between with-error and 
without-error data are small. They both have the same day-of-week patterns. For this reason, we 
conclude that the variance of GVW for Class 9 is consistent over time. 
 
Figure 4.16 Standard Deviation of GVW - the IRD system Class 9 
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4.3.2.3 Distribution of Gross Vehicle Weight 
To analyze the consistency of the distributions of GVW, we look at box-plots of daily Class-9 GVW as well 
as monthly distributions. Statistical tests of distribution equality are performed for monthly 
comparisons. 
Figure 4.17 gives daily box-plots of Class-9 GVW. The box-plots are consistent over time. There is no 
significant change in patterns. The median of GVW is around 50,000 lbs. The range of first and third 
quartiles is from 40,000 lbs. to 75,000 lbs. Similar to the Kistler system, the IRD system has few outliers 
in box-plots. 
 
Figure 4.17 Daily Box-plot of GVW - the IRD system Class 9 
Figure 4.18 shows the daily box-plots of Class 9 without error. The box-plots are very similar to Figure 
4.17 except that there are no outliers. 
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Figure 4.18 Daily Box-plot of GVW – the IRD system Class 9 without Error 
Monthly distributional comparison of Class-9 GVW is given in Figure 4.19. The relative frequency 
distributions for each month are very close to each other.  
 
Figure 4.19 Month-to-month Comparison of Class 9 GVW – the IRD system 
Table 4.14 shows the Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests of GVW measurements reported by the IRD sensor for 
Class-9 vehicles for different months. Only consecutive months are compared to see whether the 
patterns change from one month to the next. Except the distributions of April and May (with a p-value 
of 0.169), the p-values of all other pairs of months are less than 0.05. Therefore, the distributions of 
GVW for April and May are statistically the same. All other distributional comparisons over two 
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consecutive months are statistically different. However, the absolute value of the deviance is very small 
(see Table 4.14, all within 5%) and that permits us to conclude that although the distributions are 
statistically different because we have a large amount of data for each month, they are not practically 
different. That is, the IRD-system data are consistent across different months.  
Table 4.14 Monthly Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test of GVW - the IRD system 
Month Deviance p-value 
October versus November 0.0356 0.000 
November versus December 0.0432 0.000 
December versus January 0.0333 0.000 
January versus February 0.0168 0.000 
February versus March 0.0413 0.000 
March versus April 0.0319 0.000 
April versus May 0.0059 0.169 
May versus June 0.0208 0.000 
June versus July 0.0141 0.000 
4.3.3 Speed 
In this section, the mean, standard deviation and distribution of speed are analyzed for Class-9 vehicles. 
4.3.3.1 Mean of Speed 
Figure 4.20 shows the daily average speed for Class-9 vehicles. The difference between data with error 
and data without error is small. They both have consistent average speeds except for some days that 
have lower speeds, which may be attributed to weather and traffic congestion. 
 
Figure 4.20 Mean of Speed - the IRD system Class 9 
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4.3.3.2 Variance of Speed 
Standard deviation is used to measure the variability of speed for Class 9 vehicle. Speed data without 
error has a much smaller standard deviation than data with error. Some days have very large standard 
deviations, but those days are evenly spread out across time. Therefore, we may conclude that both 
with and without error data have consistent speed variability patterns over time. 
 
Figure 4.21 Standard Deviation of Speed - the IRD system Class 9 
4.3.3.3 Distribution of Speed 
Similar to the analyses of speed distribution of the Kistler system, we perform distributional analyses of 
speed by month for the IRD system. As shown in Figure 4.22, speed distributions of IRD are consistent 
from October 2015 to July 2016. Statistical results of Kolmogorov-Smirnov test are shown in Table 4.15. 
With p-values of 0.074 and 0.36, the distributional differences are not statistically significant for 
December versus January, and January versus February. Although all other p-values are significant for 
distributional difference, the absolute values of deviances for each comparison are quite small.  
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Figure 4.22 Monthly Distribution of Speed - the IRD system Class 9 
 
Table 4.15 Monthly Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test of Speed - the IRD system 
Month Deviance p-value 
October versus November 0.0199 0.000 
November versus December 0.0195 0.000 
December versus January 0.0074 0.074 
January versus February 0.0053 0.369 
February versus March 0.0499 0.000 
March versus April 0.0094 0.004 
April versus May 0.0177 0.000 
May versus June 0.0119 0.000 
June versus July 0.0173 0.000 
 
In summary, similar to the Kistler system, the IRD system is considered consistent in terms of the 
distributions of daily observation counts, gross vehicle weights and speed distributions. To further 
evaluate whether the Kistler system and the IRD system have similar measurements, we compare the 
two systems in Section 4.4  
4.4 COMPARISON OF THE KISTLER AND THE IRD SYSTEMS 
The Kistler and the IRD sensors are installed near each other and there is no entry to or exit from the 
highway between the locations of the two sensor systems, which means that they approximately 
measure the same vehicles during the same time interval. Some differences could come from vehicles 
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changing lanes in between these two sensors. Note that the Kistler WIM system is downstream from the 
IRD WIM system. We assume that the number of vehicles changing lanes is not significant and proceed 
to compare their reported observations for the same time interval. Recall that the valid Kistler-system 
data starts on April 1st, 2016 and ends July 28th. It is a proper subset of dates for which we have the IRD-
system data. Therefore, we use only the April 1st to July 28th data for both systems in these comparisons. 
Our analysis does not indicate which system is more accurate. We can determine only whether their 
observations are similar or not. Accuracy comparisons will be possible if we have true vehicle weights. 
4.4.1 Daily Observation Count 
Because the two sensor systems are located close to each other, the actual number of vehicles passing 
through the two sensors during the same time interval should be nearly identical. Figure 4.23 shows the 
daily observation counts of all classes for the two sensors. It is clear that the counts of the two systems 
are quite close to each other. There is a slightly increasing trend of both the Kistler and the IRD systems. 
 
 
Figure 4.23 Comparison of Daily Observation Count - All Data 
Figure 4.24 shows the comparison of the two sensors without error for all vehicle classes. Because the 
Kistler system generates more errors than the IRD system, the error-free daily observation count of the 
Kistler system is smaller than that of the IRD system. Similar to with-error counts, there is a slightly 
increasing trend for both the Kistler and the IRD systems. 
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Figure 4.24 Comparison of Daily Observation Count - All Classes without Error 
Figure 4.25 shows daily observation count comparison of Class-9 vehicles. Similar to the all-class data, 
daily observation counts of the Kistler and the IRD systems are quite close to each other. 
 
Figure 4.25 Comparison of Daily Observation Count - Class 9 
Figure 4.26 shows the daily observation counts of Class-9 vehicle without error. Because the Kistler 
system generates more errors than the IRD system, the daily observation count of Class-9 vehicle 
without error for the Kistler system is less than that of the IRD system. Moreover, while the daily 
observation count of the IRD system is quite consistent over time, the Class-9 counts from the  Kistler 
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system exhibit a slightly decreasing trend, which indicates increasing number of observations with errors 
over time. Both systems have similar weekly patterns. 
 
Figure 4.26 Comparison of Daily Observation Count - Class 9 without Error 
4.4.2 Gross Vehicle Weight 
4.4.2.1 Mean of Gross Vehicle Weight 
To test the equality of the mean of gross vehicle weight of the two sensors, we use two-sample T tests, 
which are shown in Table 4.16. The second column is the mean difference between the GVWs measured 
by the IRD system and the Kistler system. The third column is the T statistic calculated for each category. 
The null hypothesis is that the means of GVW for the two systems are same. Column 4 gives p-values of 
different alternative hypotheses.  
For Class-9 data, with or without error, the mean of GVW for the IRD system is statistically smaller than 
that for the Kistler system.  
Table 4.16 Two-sample T test of Mean of GVW 
GVW diff=mean(IRD)-mean(Kistler) T statistic 
p-value of Ha 
diff < 0 diff != 0 diff > 0 
Class 9 -8.11 -0.018 0.00 0.00 1.00 
Class 9 Without Error -13.36 -0.027 0.00 0.00 1.00 
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4.4.2.2 Variance of Gross Vehicle Weight 
We use F tests to check if the two sensors have same GVW variability - results are shown in Table 4.17. 
The second column is the ratio of the standard deviations of the IRD system and the Kistler system GVW 
measurements. The third column is the F statistic calculated for each category. The null hypothesis is 
that the ratio of the standard deviation of GVW for the two sensors is 1. P-values of different alternative 
hypothesis are given in the fourth column. 
Both for with- and without-error data, the IRD system GVWs are less variable than those of the Kistler 
system. 
Table 4.17 F Test of Variance Ratio of GVW 
 ratio=sd(IRD)/sd(Kistler) F statistic 
p-value of Ha 
ratio < 1 ratio != 1 ratio > 1 
Class 9 0.85 0.72 0.00 0.00 1.00 
Class 9 Without Error 0.94 0.88 0.00 0.00 1.00 
4.4.2.3 Distribution of Gross Vehicle Weight 
To compare the distribution of GVW for Class-9 vehicles, we use cumulative distribution of GVWs for 
each system. As shown in Figure 4.27 and Figure 4.28, for both with- and without- error data, GVW 
cumulative distribution of Class 9 vehicle of the Kistler system is stochastically larger than that of the IRD 
system. This indicates that the Kistler system generates stochastically larger GVW than the IRD system. 
 
Figure 4.27 CDF of GVW - Class 9 
IRD 
 
Kistler 
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 Figure 4.28 CDF of GVW - Class 9 without Error 
To test the distribution differences statistically, we also perform Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests of Class 9 
GVW for the two sensors, as shown in Table 4.18. With all p-values of 0, we conclude that the 
distributions of GVW for the two systems are not statistically the same for both with- and without error 
data. Moreover, the deviances of the two distributions are relatively large (0.33 and 0.44), which means 
there is more than 30% in difference for the two distributions. 
Table 4.18 Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test of GVW 
 Deviance p-value 
Class 9 0.3284 0.000 
Class 9 Without Error 0.4407 0.000 
 
4.4.3 Speed 
In what follows, we present comparisons of mean, variance and distributions of speeds recorded by the 
two sensors. Our approach is similar to that in Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 . Therefore, we do not explain 
our methodology. Instead, we summarize our findings first and then present the results of our analysis 
in tables and figures in the ensuing subsections. 
The speed distributions of the two systems are not the same. The IRD system in general has a larger 
mean of speed than the Kistler system. For variance, the IRD system has a larger variance for with-error 
data than the Kistler system. But for without-error data, the opposite holds.   
IRD 
 
Kistler 
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4.4.3.1 Mean of Speed 
The means of speed for the Kistler system and the IRD system are statistically different for Class-9 
vehicles both with and without error. Results of the statistical tests are shown in Table 4.19. Mean of 
speed of the IRD system is statistically larger than the Kistler system. 
Table 4.19 Two-sample T test of Mean of Speed 
Speed diff=mean(IRD)-mean(Kistler) T statistic 
p-value of Ha 
diff < 0 diff != 0 diff > 0 
Class 9 0.98 73.30 1.00 0.00 0.00 
Class 9 Without Error 0.94 59.88 1.00 0.00 0.00 
 
4.4.3.2 Variance of Speed 
The variances of speed of the two sensors are also statistically different, which is shown in Table 4.20. 
While the variances of the two systems are very close, the ratios of the standard deviations with or 
without error are materially different. For all Class-9 data, this ratio is greater than 1 (i.e. the IRD system 
has the larger SD), whereas for error-free Class-9 data, this ratio is less than 1 (i.e. the IRD system has 
lower SD). Both results are statistically significant. 
Table 4.20 F Test of Variance Ratio of Speed 
Speed ratio=sd(IRD)/sd(Kistler) F statistic 
p-value of Ha 
ratio < 1 ratio != 1 ratio > 1 
Class 9 1.01 1.01 1.00 0.00 0.00 
Class 9 Without Error 0.95 0.91 0.00 0.00 1.00 
 
4.4.3.3 Distribution of Speed 
Figure 4.29 shows the histogram of speed for each system under different data set. For all cases, the 
histograms seem different across sensors. To test the difference statistically, we use Kolmogorov-
Smirnov tests, which are shown in Table 4.21. All the distributions of speed are significantly different 
between the two sensors. There is about 20% difference in distribution for the two systems. The 
differences may come from the sensors, as well as the algorithms their controllers use to convert raw 
data into measurements and tag certain observations as errors. 
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Figure 4.29 Comparison of Histogram of Speed - Class 9  
 
Figure 4.30 Comparison of Histogram of Speed - Class 9 without Error  
 
Table 4.21 Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test of Speed 
Speed Deviance p-value 
Class 9 0.2080 0.000 
Class 9 Without Error 0.2046 0.000 
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In conclusion, in section 4.4 we compared the Kistler system with the IRD sensor in terms of daily 
observation count, gross vehicle weight and speed. Daily observation number is quite close for the two 
systems, except that the Kistler system generates more error codes than the IRD system. The two 
systems have significantly different distributions of GVW and speed. It is not possible to conclude which 
system is more accurate because of the lack of true GVW and speed data. 
4.5 CONCLUSIONS 
4.5.1 Findings 
We have obtained the following main findings as a result of the analyses performed in this chapter:  
5. The Kistler system appears to be self-consistent from April 1st to July 28th . 
6. The IRD system appears to be self-consistent from October 1st to July 28th. 
7. The Kistler system and the IRD system have similar daily observation counts, but statistically 
different GVW and speed distributions. Because we do not have the actual weights, speeds and 
vehicle counts, the accuracy of the two systems is not known.  
8. The Kistler system generates more errors than the IRD system. It may be that either the IRD system 
is more reliable than the Kistler system, or that the Kistler system has a stronger capability of 
identifying errors. 
4.5.2 Recommendations 
Based on the analyses, we recommend actions that MNDOT can take both to improve performance 
evaluation and detect the need for recalibration.  
For each WIM system, MNDOT will need to establish criteria to determine when recalibration is 
appropriate. We recommend that MNDOT use multiple criteria including daily observation counts, daily 
error percentages, daily mean and standard deviation of gross vehicle weights, daily mean and standard 
deviation of speeds, and monthly distributional drifts of gross vehicle weights and speed. MNDOT could 
set the recalibration threshold for each criterion (e.g, 5% change from baseline). Moreover, a linear 
model could be used to project the estimated time to next recalibration for each criterion. An example is 
given in Section 4.2.1 for error percentage. For other monthly-calculated criteria, e.g., deviance, the 
data were insufficient to trust results from our linear-regression model, although that model will provide 
a rough estimate of the time to the next recalibration.  
Overall, a combination of linear-regression models to predict future recalibration time for each criterion, 
and threshold-based triggers for important metrics such as the mean GVW may work well. 
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CHAPTER 5:  CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
There are currently three Weigh-In-Motion (WIM) systems installed at MnROAD. One of these WIM 
systems (including sensor and controller) is manufactured by Intercomp, a Minnesota company 
headquartered in Medina. The second WIM system has sensors manufactured by Kistler and controllers 
manufactured by IRD. The Kistler WIM sensors use a piezo-quartz technology to determine the weight of 
the vehicle as it passes over the sensors, whereas the Intercomp WIM sensors are a strain gauge type of 
technology for determining the weight of the vehicle. The third system has Kistler sensors and 
controller. The Kistler sensors cost about $28,000 per lane in materials cost. For the purpose of this 
research study, the Intercomp sensors cost $21,340 per lane in materials cost. Installation cost is in the 
range of $15,000 to $18,000 per lane for both sensors. This research project aim to utilize statistical 
inference and comparison techniques to compare the performance of the Kistler and Intercomp WIM 
sensors. To this end, we perform three sets of analyses.   
We first analyzed test-vehicle data to perform an accuracy check of the results that were reported by 
the sensor-vendor Intercomp. We performed this analysis in two formats – using the actual weights data 
that Intercomp used and using truck-ticket weights as actual weights. It was shown that, for the most 
part, the results reported by Intercomp match what we obtained from our analysis. With the limited test 
data available to perform the analysis, the performance of Intercomp sensor appeared to be similar to 
what was reported by Intercomp in its report. Our findings were somewhat different when we used 
truck-ticket weights rather than the weights used in the Intercomp report. The number of observations 
with different average daily temperatures and vehicle speeds were very small. Based on the existing 
data, any conclusions about the association between these factors and sensor accuracy were not 
reliable. Measurement errors depended on axle type. For some axles, the sensor overestimated weights, 
and for others it underestimated.  However, the total weights appeared to be within tolerable bounds.   
In Chapter 2, we analyzed limited data from the two sensor systems (Intercomp and IRD) to lay the 
foundation for analysis that would lead to the selection of a superior system in terms of better accuracy 
and lower life-cycle cost in the future. Our analysis included tests of self-consistency and comparisons of 
measurements provided by the two sensor systems. By examining vehicle counts, vehicle weights 
(especially Class-9 vehicles), and vehicle speeds, we concluded that Intercomp sensor data was not self-
consistent during the period from Jan 22 to March 28. There is a sudden and significant difference 
between the patterns of daily observation count, GVW and speed before and after Feb 19. The 
inconsistency of Intercomp sensor was mainly from Lane 1, the driving lane. IRD sensor was considered 
self-consistent from October 1 to March 28. Intercomp and IRD had statistically different daily 
observation count, GVW distribution and speed distribution. Because we did not have the actual 
weights, speeds and vehicle counts, the accuracy of the two systems was not known. However, the lack 
of self-consistency suggested that the Intercomp sensor system stopped performing according to 
specifications around mid-February. 
Based on the obtained results, we recommend actions that MNDOT can take both to improve 
performance evaluation and detect the need for recalibration. These actions to improve performance 
evaluation include: (1) Collect more data for both sensors, which will help shine light on the time 
between required recalibration of the two sensors; (2) Investigate the reasons for the significant change 
around Feb 19 for Intercomp; (3) Obtain more information of the error codes used by Intercomp so that 
we may separate errors (unusable data) and warnings (usable data). Specifically, it would be helpful to 
learn what thresholds are used to generate tags – good, warning (but usable), and bad data; (4) Perform 
more test runs so we can compare measured weights against true weights.  
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As for recalibration, MNDOT uses the mean of front axle weight to monitor GVW consistency over time. 
Recalibration threshold is plus or minus 5% of the baseline. We suggest using variance and deviance of 
the distribution of weights as additional criteria, in addition to the mean of front axle weight. Deviance 
measures the distribution difference of two samples of data. Such comparisons could be made biweekly 
or monthly to detect shifts in the distribution. Under normal circumstances, we would not expect the 
weight distributions to change much over time. Similarly, a comparison of variances could inform 
MNDOT if observations are beginning to exhibit a different pattern. Note that the mean weight (single 
axle or combined) may not change even though both the distribution and variance may change. 
During the course of this project, the Intercomp sensor failed in late February 2016. Without Intercomp 
data, we had to rely on alternative data from Kistler to perform a third set of analyses. Specifically, we 
analyzed ten-month data from the IRD WIM system and four-month data from the Kistler WIM system 
to evaluate sensor accuracy in Chapter 3. We examined the self-consistency of the two systems and 
compared them in terms of daily observations and error counts, GVWs (especially for Class-9 vehicles) 
and speed. Our analyses indicated that both systems were self-consistent within the given time frame of 
each data set. However, the measurements provided by the two systems were different. The Kistler 
system and the IRD system had similar daily observation counts, but statistically different GVW and 
speed distributions. Because we did not have the actual weights, speeds and vehicle counts, the 
accuracy of the two systems remained unknown. The Kistler system generated more errors than the IRD 
system. It may be that either the IRD system was more reliable than the Kistler system, or that the 
Kistler system had a stronger capability of identifying errors. Without additional data, we were unable to 
conclude which system was more accurate.  
Based on the analyses, we recommend actions that MNDOT can take both to improve performance 
evaluation and detect the need for recalibration. For each WIM system, MNDOT will need to establish 
criteria to determine when recalibration is appropriate. We recommended that MNDOT use multiple 
criteria including daily observation counts, daily error percentages, daily mean and standard deviation of 
GVWs, daily mean and standard deviation of speeds, and monthly distributional drifts of GVWs and 
speed. MNDOT could set the recalibration threshold for each criterion (e.g, 5% change from baseline). 
Moreover, a linear model could be used to project the estimated time to next recalibration for each 
criterion. For other monthly-calculated criteria, e.g., deviance, the data are insufficient to trust the 
results from our linear-regression model, although that model provides a rough estimate of the time to 
the next recalibration. Overall, a combination of linear-regression models to predict future recalibration 
time for each criterion, and threshold-based triggers for important metrics, such as the mean GVWs may 
work well.  
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 APPENDIX A 
COMPLETE RESULTS OF ANALYSES BASED ON TEST VEHICLE DATA 
WITHOUT VEHICLE NUMBER 2 
 
A-1 
In Section 2.2.3 we verified Intercomp’s analyses based on the test vehicle data without vehicle number 
2. However, in the interest of brevity, we present in that section only those analyses that are 
significantly different from our previous results. This appendix details the complete set of results 
obtained from the analyses. 
 
Figure A.1 Error Percentage Scatter-plot and Best-fit by Observation Number- Data Set 2 
 
 
Figure A.2 Dynamic and Static Weights with Error Bands-Data Set 2 
A-2 
 
 
Figure A.3 Error Percentage by Observation Number – Truck Tickets 
 
 
Figure A.4 Dynamic and Static Weights with Error Bands – Truck Tickets 
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Figure A.5 Error Percentage by Axle Count 
 
 
Figure A.6 Error Percentage by Vehicle Number 
A-4 
 
Figure A.7 Error Percentage by Speed 
 
 
Figure A.8 Error Percentage by MNDOT Classification 
A-5 
 
Figure A.9 Steer Axle Error Percentage and Observation Number 
 
 
Figure A.10 Drive Axle Error Percentage and Observation Number 
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Figure A.11 Trailer Axle Error Percentage and Observation Number 
 
Table A.1 Regression Analysis (Error Percentage = Cons + Coef. × Observation Number + Error Term) 
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Table A.2 Regression Analysis (Dynamic Weight = Coef. × Static Weight + Error Term) 
 
 
Table A.3 Regression Analysis (Error Percentage = Cons + Coef. × Average Temperature + Error Term) 
 
 
Table A.4 Regression Analysis (Error Percentage = Cons + Coef. × Observation Number + Error Term) 
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Table A.5 Regression Analysis (Dynamic Weight = Coef. × Static Weight + Error Term) 
 
 
Table A.6 Regression Analysis (Error Percentage = Cons + Coef. × Average Temperature + Error Term)
 
A-9 
Table A.7 Hypothesis Tests by MN Classification (Hypothesis: Mean Error Percentage in Estimating Weight of 
Mnclass = 0) 
 
A-10 
Table A.8 Steer Axle Regression Analysis (Error Percentage = Cons + Coef.1 × Observation Number + Coef.2 ×  
Axle Count + Coef.3 × Vehicle Number + Coef.4 × Speed + Error term) 
 
 
Table A.9 Drive Axle Regression Analysis (Error Percentage = Cons + Coef.1 × Observation Number + Coef.2 ×  
Axle Count + Coef.3 × Vehicle Number + Coef.4 × Speed + Error term) 
 
 
 
 
A-11 
Table A.10 Trailer Axle Regression Analysis (Error Percentage = Cons + Coef.1 × Observation Number + Coef.2 ×  
Axle Count + Coef.3 × Vehicle Number + Coef.4 × Speed + Error term) 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
 
